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Beshear to
reimburse
state for
plane trip
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) - -Gov. Steve Beshear will reimburse the state for using a state
plane to attend a political event
last week after a Republican
opponent complained.
Beshear had
said his twoday tour to
nine cities was
to gain public
support to call
Senate
Republicans to
side with his
Medicaid plan
Beshear
and was not
related to the
governor's
race.,
Senate
President David Williams. who
is running in the GOP primary.
called the tour an election year
ploy.
But on Friday, Beshear campaign manager Bill Hyers told
the Lexington Herald-Leader
that the Democrat attended a
political event in Louisa in
northeastern
Kentucky on
Monday evening.
"As is the strict policy of the
Beshear administration." Hyers
said, the campaign will reimburse the state for any non-governmental use of the state
plane."
Hyers said Beshear kept the
news conferences he made on
the trip separate from the political event. Hyers declined to say
whether the event in Louisa was
fundraiser.
He said the campaign has
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By RYAN LUCAS
and HADEEL AL-SHALCHI
Associated Press
EITOUNIYA, Libya (AP) — The
international military intervention in
Libya is likely to last "awhile.- atop.
French official said Monday, echoing,
Moammar Gadhafi's warning of a longi
war ahead as rebels said they were fighting
to reclaim a city under the Libyan leader's
control.
Burned-out tanks and personnel carriers
littered one of the main desert roads leading from the Libyan capital. A power station hit by a shell on Thursday was still
burning, its blackened fuel tank crumpled.•
with flames and black smoke pouring out.
Oil prices held above $102 a barrel after
the second night of allied strikes in the
OPEC nation raised ,fears of prolonged
fighting that has already slowed Libyan oil
production to a trickle.
Henri Guaino, a top adviser to the French
president, said two nights of bombing runs
and missile attacks had hobbled Libya's air
defenses, stalled Gadhafi's troops and all
but ended attacks on civilians. A cruise
missile late Sunday blasted Gadhafi's residential compound near his iconic tent, and
fighter jets destroyed a line of tanks moving on the rebel capital.
It was not known where Gadhafi was
when the missile hit Sunday. but it seemed
to show that he is not safe.
Guaino, asked how long the allied efforts
would continue, replied simply: "Awhile
yet.-
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Action in
Libya could
last 'awhile,'
official says
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Paducah man dies: car
runs into floodwater
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Daily Forecast
National Weather- Service
Monday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 79 Southwest wind
between 8 and 13 mph, with
gusts as high as 22 mph.
Monday night: Partly cloudy.
with a low around 57
Southwest wind around 6 mph
Tuesday: Partly sunny. with a
high near 80 South southwest
wind between 5 and 15 mph
Tuesday Night: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 61 South southwest wind between 8 and 10
mph
Wednesday: A 20 percent
chance of showers
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The Murray Rotary Club sponsored a Rotary Charity
Bass Fishing Tournament Saturday with more than 50
teams participating. (Above) Fishing out of Kentucky
Dam Village State Resort Park Marina in Gilbertsville,
participants got an early start in search of the perfect
catch. (Top photo) Capturing the day's top honors
were Marty Sisk (left) of Evansville. Ind., and Ryan
Deal of Haubstadt. Ind., with a five-fish limit of 24 lbs.
Deal also took home the day's "Big Bass" catch with
a fish weighing in at 8-lbs., 1 -oz. The pair received
$3.500 in combined prize money. (Right photo)
Pictured are some of the Murray Rotary Club members who worked the event. The tournament was cosponsored by numerous local businesses and supported by FLW Outdoors.

PADUCAH, Ky.(API — Authorities in
western Kentucky say a 90-year-old man
has died while trying to drive on a flooded
road.
Orman R. Sholar ot Paducah drove off of
a submerged road in western McCracken
Count on Sunday. His car ran into a 12foot-deep ditch, it was reported.
Laurie Sullenger and her 16-year-old son
Zaylor Sullinger tried to rescue Sholar, but
the cold water turned them back. Two
McCracken County Sheriff's deputies, a

111 See Page 2

Smoke from crippled
nuclear plant reactor
units stalls progress
By ERIC TALMADGE
and MARI YAMAGUCHI
Associated Press
UKUSHIMA. Japan (API
— Gray smoke rose from
two reactor units Monday.
temporarily stalling critical work
to reconnect power lines and
restore cooling systems to stabilize Japan's radiation-leaking
nuclear complex.
Workers are racing to bring the
nuclear plant under control, but
the process is proceeding in fits
and starts, stalled by incidents
like the smoke and by the need to
work methodically to make sure
w ring. pumps and other machinery can be safely switched on.
What caused the smoke to bil-

F

low first from Unit 3 at the
Fukushima Dai-ichi plant and
later from Unit 2 is under investigation. nuclear safety agency
officials said. Still, in the days
since the March 11 earthquake
and tsunami wrecked the plant's
cooling systems, both reactors
have overheated and seen explosions. Workers were evacuated
from the area to buildings nearby. though radiation levels
remained steady. the officials
said.
Problems set off by the disasters have ranged far beyond the
devastated northeast coast and
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE DAY: Murray-Calloway County residents who took part in
Saturday's "Make A Difference Day" line up to donate or recycle paper. prescnption
drugs. clothing and other goods during the quarterly event.
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•Action in Libya...
From Front

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
PET PROTECTION: "Gypsy' is coddled in the hands of one
Calloway County Humane Society volunteer while another
implants an electronic sensor in the little dog's neck during a
society animal microchipping event at Orscheln Farm &
Home Store Saturday. If lost, the microchip will inform animal
control, or a veterinarian, of the animal's owner and contact
information.

•Beshear...
guidelines for use of state air-

From Front
reimbursed the state on previous
occasions for using the plane,
but he did not provide details.
Beshear implemented a policy
in February 2098 that outlined

craft. Hyers said the campaign
would wait to hear from the
state on how much the campaign owed for the trip to
Louisa.

III Floodwater...
From Front
sheriff's sergeant, an EMT and a
firefighter also attempted to
reach the victim. Four of the
would-be rescuers were treated
for hypothermia at Western

Baptist Hospital and released.
Sholar's body was recovered
by a rescue dive team.
Witnesses say it appears
Sholar couldn't see the edge of
the submerged road and drove
off of it.

The U.N. resolution authorizing international military action
in Libya not only sets up a nofly zone but allows "all necessary measures" to prevent
attacks on civilians. Since the
airstrikes began. the number of
civilians fleeing Libya has
decreased as Libyans in particular wait out the rapidly changing
situation, the U.N. refugee
agency said Monday.
It was a dramatic turnaround
in Libya's month-old upheaval:
For 10 days, Gadhafi's forces
had been on a triumphant offensive against the rebel-held east,
driving opposition fighters back
with the overwhelming firepower of tanks, artillery, warplanes
and warships. Last week, as
rebels fell back, the stream of
civilians crossing into Egypt
alone reached 3,000 a day.
The. after the no-fly zone was
imposed Friday, the number fell
to about 1.500 a day. said
UNHCR spokeswoman Sybella
Wilkes.
Mohammed Abdul-Mullah, a
38-year-old civil engineer from
Benghazi who was fighting with
the rebel force, said government
troops stopped all resistance
after the international campaign
began.
"They were running, by foot
and in small cars," he said. "The
balance has changed a lot But
pro-Gadhafi forces are still
strong. They are a professional
military and they have good
equipment. Ninety percent of us
rebels are civilians, while
Gadhafi's people are professional fighters."
Rebels said they were trying
to reclaim the nearby city of
Ajdabiya. which had been surrounded by government troops
before the international campaign began.
"There are pro-Gadhafi forces
inside fighting rebel fighters.
There is fighting and shelling
going
on," said
Ahmad
Mohammed, 26, who returned
from the front Monday and
manning a checkpoint in
Zeitouniya.
New fighting also broke out
Monday in Misrata, the last
rebel-held city in western Libya,

•Smoke, nuclear plant...

according to reports from AlJazeera and Al-Arabiya.
In Cairo, a group of Libyans
angry at the international intervention in their homeland
blocked the path of U.N.
Secretary-General Ban Kimoon following his meeting at
the Arab League on Monday.
Ban had finished talks with
the Arab League chief Amr
Moussa and left the organization's headquarters in Cairo to
walk around nearby Tahrir
Square, the centerpiece of
Egyptian uprising that last
month toppled Hosni Mubarak,
when dozens of Libyan protesters converged on him and his
security detail.
The Libyans, carrying pictures
of Moammar Gadhafi and banners critical of the United States
and United Nation, blocked
Ban's path, forcing him to
return to the league and leave
from another exit.
The
resolution
makes
Gadhafi's forces potential targets for U.S. and European
strikes.
U.S.. British and French planes
went after tanks headed toward
Benghazi, in the opposition-held
eastern half of the country. On
Sunday, at least seven demolished
tanks smoldered in a field 12 miles
120 kilometers) south of Benghazi,
many of them with their turrets and
treads blown off. alongside charred
armored personnel carriers, jeeps
and SUVs of the kind used by
Gadhafi fighters.
The U.S. military, for now at the
lead of the international campaign,
is trying to walk a fine line over the
end game of the assault. It is avoiding for now any appearance that it
aims to take out Gadhafi or help the
rebels oust him, instead limiting its
stated goals to protecting civilians.
Britain also is treading carefully
Foreign Secretary William Hague
refused Monday to say if Gadhafi
would or could be assassinated,
insisting he would not ''get drawn
into details about what or whom
may be targeted."
'Fm not going to speculate on the
targets." Hague said in a heated
interview with BBC radio. "That
depends on the circumstances at the
time.-

From Front
the wrecked nuclear plant,
handing the government what it
has called Japan's worst crisis
since World War II. Rebuilding
the northeast coast may cost as
much as $235 billion. Police
estimate the death toll will surpass 18.000.
Traces of radiation are tainting
vegetables and some water supplies, although in amounts the
government and health experts
say do not pose a risk to human
health in the short-term.
"Please do not overreact, and
act calmly," said Chief Cabinet
spokesman Yukio Edano in the
government's latest appeal to
ease public concerns. "Even if
you eat contaminated vegetables several times, it will not
harm your health at all."
Edano said Fukushima's operator, Tokyo Electric Power Co.,
would compensate farmers
affected by bans on the sale of
raw milk, spinach and canola.
The troubles at Fukushima
have in some ways overshadowed the natural catastrophe.
threatening a wider disaster if
the plant spews more concentrated forms of radiation than it
has so far.
The nuclear safety agency and
Tokyo Electric reported significant progress over the weekend
and Monday. Electrical teams,
having finished connecting
three of the plant's six units,
worked to connect the rest by
Tuesday, the utility said.
Once done, however, pumps
and other equipment have to be
checked — and the reactors
cleared of dangerous gas —
before the power can be
restored. For instance, a motorized pump to inject water into
Unit 2's overheated reactor and
spent fuel storage pool needs to
be replaced, said Hidehiko
Nishiyama, an official at the

Nucleat and Industrial Safety
Agency.
Early Monday, the Health
Ministry advised litate, a village
of 6,(XX) people about 30 kilo
meters 119 miles) northwest of
the plant, not to drink tap water
due to elevated levels of iodine
Ministry spokesman Takayuki
Matsuda said iodine three times
the normal level was detected
there — about one twenty-sixth
of the level of a chest X-ray in
one liter of water.
The World Bank said in a
report Monday that Japan may
need five years to rebuild from
the disasters, which caused up
to $235 billion in damage, saying the cost to pnvate insurers
will be up to $33 billion and that
the government will spend $12
billion on reconstruction in the
current national budget and
much more later.
Growing concerns about radiation add to the chain of disas
ters Japan has struggled with
since the 9.0-magnitude quake.
The resulting tsunami ravaged
the northeastern coast. All told,
police estimates show more
than about 18,400 died. More
than 15.(0() deaths are likely in
Miyagi, the prefecture that took
the full impact of the wave, said
a police spokesman.
"It is very distressing as we
recover more bodies day by
day." Said Hitoshi Sugawara. the
spokesman.
Police in other parts of the disaster area declined to provide
estimates, but confirmed about
3,400 deaths. Nationwide, official figures show the disasters
killed more than 8,600 people,
and leaving more than 13,200
missing, but those two lists may
have some overlap.
The disasters have displaced
another 452,000. who are in
shelters.
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A RESOLUTION HONORING
THE CALLOWAY COUNTY
LADY LAKER BASKETBALL TEAM

Professional Organization for Information and
Network Technologies

RES01 L1 ;ON NO. Li'03/X

What: Lunch and Learn
Lunch will be provided
When:Tuesday, March 22, 2011
Noon to 1:00pm
Where: Paglials Pizza, Murray, KY
Who:Any professional interested in information
Technology
Cost A business card or contact information

IN:

Be it resolved by the Fiscal Court of the County of Calloway:
WHEREAS,the Calloway County Lady Laker Basketball Team has achieved one
of the highest honors in the Commonwealth of Kentucky by reaching the "Final Four" of
the 2011 State High School Girls Basketball Tournament;

kR

WHEREAS.the Calloway County Lady Laker Basketball learn, by their
achievements represent the highest ideals of sportsmanship through competition:
WHEREAS.the Calloway County: Lady Laker Basketball Team, their Coaches.
Staff, and Parents, reflect those pnriciples of duty, community service, and dedicated
citizenship so prevalent in Calloway County;
NOW.THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED by the Fiscal Court of
Calloway County, Kentucky that the Calloway County Lady Laker Basketball ream is
honored and that the Fiscal Court hereby expresses its appreciation to the Calloway
County Lady Laker Basketball Team for their superlative representation of Calloway
County:

Featured Speaker

Dr. Brenda Wilson, Associate Professor for the Dept.of
Computer Science and information Technology
Murray State University

The Fiscal Court of Calloway County further expresses its appreciation and
heartfelt gratitude to the Coaches. Staff and Parents ofthe Calloway County Lady (Aker
Basketball ream.

Fr financing p
is not

Executed this l7tkday of March. 2011.

CAt L NOW F(

She will discuss the shortage of women in the IT field and
what you can do to help.

0

To register, please contact:
Beth Ward, Regional Business & Innovation Center
msu.point@murraystate,edu or(270) 809-6074
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Thieves take barber poles from Ky. businesses
i•RANKI-ORT. Ky ( AP) — Thieves have stripped two central
Kentucky businesses of a unique feature — barber poles.
The most recent theft happened Wednesday night, when someone dismantled a 75-year-old vintage barber pole from Burke's
Barber Shop in Frankfort. Owner Eddie Burke says whoever took
the pole knew what they were doing because electrical wires were
disconnected and bolts removed from the wall.
The other theft happened March 4 at Broadway Barber and
Styling Shop. Owner Carletta Cantrell told The State-Journal that
whoever took the pole put caps on the electrical wires.
Currently barber poles range from $200 to $2,000. depending on
the age and condition, on eBay, the popular Internet selling site.
Frankfort Police Maj. Fred Deaton said, in Cantrell's case, no
evidence of the theft shows up on security cameras from a nearby
federal building.
In both cases, the thefts happened near where witnesses could
have seen them. But, Office Pub and Deli owner Jon Presley,
whose business in near Burke's shop, said his employees saw
nothing.

Whitfield fights
for Kentucky's
coal industry as
ETPA continues

Ky. resort hopes election will allow winery
BROWNSVILLE, Ky.(AP)— A southern Kentucky resort is
looking to an election over alcohol sales to stoke its hopes of
opening a winery and vineyard.
The owners of Park Mammoth Resort in Edmonson County
want to establish Cave Valley Winery, but can't because the county is dry. A March 29 local option election in the Rocky Hill
precinct could clear the way for them to sell wine by the bottle.
One of the owners of Fortress Group, Nick Noble, told The
Bowling Green Daily News that a winery would be a tourist draw
and "add balance" to the resort.
In less than three years since the group purchased the facility,
which includes a hotel, restaurant and golf course over 2,000
rolling acres, the operators have looked to revive the park as a
draw for local residents and tourists traveling through the area on
Interstate 65.
Rockcastle Shooting Center opened at the resort in 2009. The
venue hosted eight shooting competitions last year and has 39
national and international competitions in various disciplines
scheduled for this year.
Noble sees a winery located in a resort near an interstate and
Mammoth Cave National Park as a way to bring in new visitors
and boost the local economy.

Sculptor making progress on veterans tribute
EL/ZABETHTOWN, Ky.(AP) — An Elizabethtown sculptor
has unveiled a clay mold that will be part of a memorial to veterans in Hardin County.
The mold by Rich Griendling depicts a black U.S. Navy sailor in
a contemporary uniform. The completed work will be part of the
Hardin County Veterans Tribute.
Griendling said the iconic "Cracker Jack" image has remained
for the Navy uniform over the years, so he stayed true to authentic
apparel.
The statue will be anchored at the site of the memorial on a proposed nature park. It is projected to be 70 feet in diameter, configured into a star and surrounded by flags. Statues representing each
military branch will stand on marble bases on the tribute with
black, etched monoliths behind them. Iris expected titybe finished
next year.
The carefully detailed model follows the bronzing of a U.S.
Army soldier sculpture complete with helmet, gun and detailed
patches.

Special to the Ledger
Washington. D.C. - The
House Committee on Enerry
and Commerce last week
approved and sent to the full
House of Representatives for
its consideration the Energy
Tax Prevention Act.
The bill would prevent the
Environmental
Protection
Agency from using what Fifth
District Rep. Ed Whitfield, RHopkinsville called "questionable authority" to regulate
greenhouse gas emissions
under the Clean Air Act in what
he said some believe is an
attempt to advance a "cap and
trade" agenda that Congress
previously rejected.
"EPA is advancing an agenda
that will have devastating consequences on consumer prices
as well as jobs across the
nation, and especially in
Kentucky's coal industry."
Whitfield said. "Kentucky coal
supports countless jobs and any
decisions with such sweeping
influence on jobs and the economy must be made by elected
members of Congress and not
by unelected executive branch
staff."
During the committee's
markup of the legislation,
Whitfield said the bill was not
about debating the science of
global warming, but more
importantly, the bill was about
stopping EPA from using inappropriate means to enact regulations that could have devastating effects on the economy.
"What we're talking about
today is the proper way to regulate greenhouse gases." said
Whitfield during the hearing.
"(EPA Administrator] Lisa
Jackson...is moving so aggressively, not thinking about the
consequences of jobs in
America, the cost on people in
America, the fact that it would
make us less competitive in the
global marketplace."

TAKING IN A LITTLE LOCAL NEWS?
HERE'S SOMETHING NEWSWORTHY: A TRANE
HELPS-A FAMILY ENJOY PERFECT AIR IN THEIR
HOME. USING LESS ENERGY AND SAVING MONEY.
THERE'S A STORY THAT HITS HOME. •

TOM BERRYtedger & Times
RED CROSS TRAINING: Walt Blackburn, a CPR instructor for the Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross, takes a class step-by-step through life-saving procedures dunng
training at Weaks Community Center Saturday. Volunteers took part ;n the training to learn
more about how to save lives in an emergency.

Stars align for Britain's royal wedding
By TAMARA BALUJA
Associated Press
LONDON (AP) — Kate
Middleton and Prince William
are a match made in heaven.
Just check their horoscopes.
The couple will be delighted
to know their star signs.
Capricorn and Cancer, indicate
they are highly compatible and
have a good chance of having a
successful marriage, according
to leading British astrologers.
"They probably feel like soulmates." said Wendy Stacey.
chair of the Astrological
Association of Great Britain.
Take it as a bunch of hooey or
a celestial peek into the future.
Just keep in mind that The
Associated Press reported in
1981 that an astrologer warned
that Prince Charles, who was
born under the complex sign of
Scorpio, would have a "stormy
marriage" in his union with
Princess Diana. born under the
sensitive. intuitive Cancer star
sign.
Everyone knows how that
ended up.

Jay Lucan, who works with
the British Astrological and
Psychic Society said the new
royal couple have "75 percent
relationship
compatibility"
based on their star charts — giving them "definitely a good
chance" of outlasting William's
parents in matrimony.
Both Stacey and Lucan
acknowledge they cannot confirm the accuracy of their predictions for many reasons. The
biggest drawback is not knowing Middleton's exact time of
birth; Prince William's was publicly announced as a matter of
national interest.
So what do the couple's birth
dates tell us?
For starters, Middleton, born
on Jan. 9, 1982, is a Capricorn
(an earth sign) while William.
born June 21, 1982, is a Cancer
(a water sign). Each star sign is
designated an element: air,
water, fire and earth.
"Cancers and Capricorn% are
opposites as water and earth."
Stacey explains. "As a result,
they can read each other very

clearly and they have a deep
emotional understanding. It's
quite a lovely thing."
Middleton
and
Prince
William. the astrologers claim.
both exhibit characteristic traits
of their star signs.
"William is emotionally very
private — a typical Cancer. He
doesn't share a lot and likes to
retreat." Stacey said. Case in
point: the couple plan to settle
post-wedding in a backwater
town in Wales as Prince William
works as a search and rescue
pilot with the Royal Air Force.
Think of the crusty crab that
represents the Cancer sign,
Lucan said — crabs have a thick
shell on the outside, protecting a .
very vulnerable soft body.
"William's not that well- •
equipped to deal with criticism.
He shares that same trait with
his mother (also a Cancer),"
Lucan said.
As a Capricorn. Middleton. I
apparently. is much tougher. I
"She definitely wears the pants
in the relationship." Stacey said.

Gallimore Electrical Contractors,[LC

INSTANT COMFORT.
GET UP TO A
$1,000 INSTANT REBATE*.
PLUS UP TO $500 IN FEDERAL TAX CREDITS".
Imagine corning home every day to an environment that's
as fresh, clean, and healthy as it is comfortable Now is
the perfect time to make that a reality, with a Trane high
performance heating and cooling system And with up to
a &1.000 Instant Rebate on qualifying purchases made
between March 1 and May 30. 2011, its never been so
easy to own one Or... choose 5.9% APR Financing or
Zero Interest if paid in full within 36 Months.'
Breathe Cleaner, Healthier Air, Only With
Trane CleanEffects
Only Trane CleanEffects"4 removes up to 9998°. of
allergens from your home's filtered air Maximum comfort.
lower heating and cooling costs, clean indoor air, and
affordable payment options - that s the Trane different,.
For financing programs interest will be charged from the purchase date if the purchase balaric
is not paid in full within the promotional period or if you make a late payment*
CA( L NOW FOR OR TO A 51 000 REBATE ON HIGH EFFICIENCY TRANE EQUIPMENT'

Randy Thornton Company

270-873-4305
License HM00158

RELIABLE ENERGY EFFICIENT CLEAN AIR FOR THE NOM,
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TRAIN

270-759-0890

27 Years ofExperience & Reliability
•Licensed/Insured
•Commercial/Residential
•Energy Efficient Lighting
•Flat Screen TV Installations
•Video Surveillance
•Breaker Box Installs
•Commercial Maintenance
*And Much More!

James C. Gallimore

11 1,11.

270-759-0890
E-Mail: jamesgallimorew yahoo.com
Website: vvww.gecilc.weebly.com
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Martha Cherry

Martha Cherry, 9!
7:43 p.m. at the Mur
are incomplete at thii

e-mail: tberryftmurrayledgencom

www.murrayleciger.com

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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death by a daughter,
He is survived by
daughters. Melanie /
Kay Yeager and Inc
Marann Mann of
Halliman of Murray.
Pykeville, Md., and
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services v
2 p.m. at Milner and
Tommy Tucker of
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will at'
hour at the funeral lu
Online condolenc
Arrangements are ha

Medicaid budget cuts
would hurt MCCH
You might recall March 9 state said
was the day the Senate communiadjourned the 2011 Regular ty mental
Session before reaching an health
agreement with the House on centers
how the General Assembly have
would till a $166.5 million already
hole in Medicaid (and a near- gone 10
ly $19 million hole in post- years
secondary education) this fis- without
cal year.
a
At the time the Senate increase
Legislative
adjourned sine die--ending the in
their
session for good—the House Medicaid
Update
still had one remaining day reim- By Rep. Melvin
for the two chambers to work burseHenley
out differences on the Medic- ment rate,
D-Murray
aid hill or other issues. The and a 35House had planned to use that percent
remaining day on March 21 cut will make it even more
ii
ote on a Medicaid agree- difficult for the centers to operment it hoped could be forged ate since Medicaid is 55-towith the Senate during what 60 percent of the centers* budgwould normally be a veto et.
recess.
No decision has yet been
But the House couldn't con- made as to how the Medicaid
% enc. and certainly could not budget will be balanced.
pass any legislation, without the although budget bills have been
Senate also in session. The filed and are being discussed.
Senate went home still hold- The House. for its part, appears
ing firm to the idea that across- open to solutions other than
the-board state spending cuts letting "Medicaid be managed
were a better solution to the within Medicaid"—as some
Medicaid dilemma than trans- lawmakers have said—through
ferring $166.5 million from the transfer-and-managed-care
fiscal year 2012 Medicaid savings plan as originally probudget to fiscal year 2011 to posed The line in the sand.
cover the current shortfall, as though. is education. The
proposed by the House and Speaker of the House has said
the governor. And the g(wer- that he and the House Minornor-who warned that not has- ity Floor Leader are talking
ing this year's funds in place about other ways to cut state
'before April 1 would lead to government spending that
.des astating Medicaid provider would not affect education, with
reimbursement cuts of at least more details expected soon.
30 percent -said lawmakers
Speaking of education. the
'had to solve the problem now. other multi-million-dollar issue
So. almost as soon as the of this special session is the
2011 Regular Session came to need to add around $19 milan end. the 2011 First Extra- lion to the current fiscal year's
ordinary Session. or "special postsecondary education budgsession", was officially called et to meet federal requirements
by the governor for Monday. related to additional education
March 14. And almost as soon jobs funding. The plan. both
as the special session hegan, now and last session, is to
grave reports of how''$. .transfer $18.94 million from fistial Medicaid reiinbur*.k...cal ye* 2012 to this fiscal
cuts—now estimated at. per-- year to meet the obligation.
cent--would gut services at No vote has been taken this
hospitals. community mental session on the proposal by the
health centers and other House. Action was taken in
providers began streaming out the House on Wednesday on
of the House budget commit- House Bill 2. or the "gradutee. It is estimated that cuts ation bill" that would make
to hospitals alone could reach dropping out of school harder in Kentucky by raising the
$135 million.
Cuts in Medicaid would school dropout age from 16
reduce the income to Murray- to 18 by July 2016. SupportCalloway County Hospital by ers of HB 2 hope it will
$325.000 between now and July encourage students to stay in
I. In addition, many doctors school, get their diploma, and
would. of necessity cease to reap higher earnings throughaccept Medicaid patients as out their lifetime than they
the reimbursement would not would without a diploma. HB
cov er their overhead expens- 2 is the first bill to clear the
Cs, this would cause many House this session, passing by
patients to utilize the emergency a vote of 87-13. Adding solemroom, the most costly form of nity to the mood at the Capihealth care. Because our ho.- tol this week were reports of
vital cannot. by Federal law, worsening conditions in disiefuse to treat a patient. the aster-stricken Japan. Members
expenses to Murray-Calloway of the House voted unanimousCounty Hospital would dra- ly for a resolution on Toesmaiically increase, probably by day that formally encourages
all Kentuckians. and indeed
close to one million dollars.
A pits ider of mental health all Americans. to contribute
set Res in centers around the materially and through prayer.
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Open government and legislative discipline
The Independent
Ashland, Ky.
There is a good reason why
Senate Bill 7
requiring all
government agencies to post
financial information on the
Internet — sailed though the
2011 Kentucky General Assembly without a dissenting vote:
Government agencies already
are doing what the act calls
for them to do.
Nevertheless. SB 7 —
dubbed the "Taxpayer Transparency Act of 2011" — is
important because it puts the
force of law behind what government agencies already are
doing voluntarily.
That means that the Internet access to public financial
records that currently exists
will not suddenly disappear
when the current leaders of
state agencies are replaced
either by the voters, by retirement or by a change in administrations.
Within a matter of minutes,
SB 7 was approved, first by
the House of Representatives
by a vote of 95-0 and then
by the Senate by a vote of
33-0.
Gov. Steve Beshear's administration began putting financial information online more
than two years ago. Both the
legislative and judicial branches have since done the same.
Among other things. SB 7
requires that the Legislative

IN OTHER WORDS
The following an,editorialsfrom newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concerning issues of importance in the Commonwealth.
Research Commission: the chief
justice of the Kentucky Supreme
Court: all executive branch
agencies. and the governing
boards of each post-secondary
educational institution make
financial data available online.
While the way government
agencies spend their tax dollars and other revenue has long
been a matter of public record,
individuals used to have to go
from government office to government office and travel many
miles to get access to those
numbers.
Individuals can now get
those records by sitting at their
computers. and the approval
of SB 7 assures that that access
will not suddenly disappear and
likely will be expanded as computers become more "user
friendly."
That's as it should be.
Herald-Leader
Lexington, Ky.
Recent Kentucky governors
have tended to avoid calling
special sessions of the General Assembly unless House and
Senate leaders were in agreement on the outcome of those
Si.'ssions.

With an agreement in place.
a special session can be as
brief as five days -- the minimum time it takes for a bill
to win approval of both legislative chambers.
Without an agreement, a special session can go on indefinitely --- at a cost to taxpayers of about $68.0(8) a day.
seven days a week.
No agreement is in place
for the current special session.
Normally, that would be reason to chastise Gov. Steve
Beshear for calling lawmakers
back to Frankfort so soon after
they failed to do their job in
this year's regular session.
But the current situation is
far from normal.
In drafting the current twoyear state budget, legislative
leaders assumed a larger federal Medicaid handout than the
help the state ultimately
received.
As a resell there is a substantial hole in the Medicaid
budget for this fiscal year. which
ends in less than four months.
Last fall. Beshear proposed
a viable solution: Transfer
$116.5 million front the Medicaid budget for next fiscal

year into the current spending
plan, and fill the void in next
year's budget with savings generated by moving the Medicaid program from a "fee for
services" model to a "managed
care" approach.
Simple.
Doable.
Workable.
And acceptable to an overwhelming bipartisan majority
of the House in the regular
General Assembly session that
came to an inglorious end.
In the Senate. however. this
Medicaid fix was transformed
into a politicized issue President David Williams, a gubernatorial wannabe, used to blast
Beshear for lacking leadership.
even though the budget hole
was of legislative leaders' own
making due to their overly rosy
assumption about a federal
handout. Williams also used
the issue to ny to justify unnecessary across-the-board spending cuts he hoped would make
the tea party movetnent forget
his long record as a legislative spendthrift.
So. Beshear called the session quickly and with no agreement in place because the
administration needs to know
quickly if Williams is going
to continue abdicating the leadership responsibilities of his current position in his pursuit of
higher office.
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Boehner needs to stand and fight in budget battle
Floyd and Mary Beth
Brown
Cagle News Service
House Speaker John Buchner is falling for a trap, hook.
line and sinker--and the Republican presidential nominee will
reap the results of Boehner's
folly. The single biggest issue
facing America is the inability of the Federal Government
to pay its bills. The Deficit
for the month of February was
$ 222.5 billion. That is a record
$7.9 billion per day. And how
does John Boehner respond?
First Buchner makes it clear
he wants Republicans to raise
the debt ceiling. Then he strong
arms Republican members of
Congress to pass a continuing
resolution because he fears a
government shutdown. The
price he pays for his peace
with Obama is insignificant
budget cuts.
Finally, to make himself look
tough after being a wimp on
spending. Boehner is talk, talk,
and talk about entitlement
reform. ("hanging the contract
on Social Security is the single least popular budget cut
and it places him squarely.
opposed to Mama on the one
issue the President knows he
can use to demagogue himself
to re-election. Boehm is play ing into Obanta's hands.
Amencans want spending
reform, and they want it quickly. Boehner should be willing
to accept a shutdov n of the

Federal Government. The US
Congress is given the purse
and spending strings by the
US Constitution and he should
use them. Continuing resolutions are bad government policy because they fail to selectively reauthorize spending.
Conservative pundit Erick
Erickson believes Boehner is
actually "playing" conservatives. He explains it this way:
"Conservatives are, therefore.
getting played by Republicans
leaders in the House. Compounding that, House Republicans are making insignificant
spending cuts and refusing to
pick a fight over Obamacare.
They do not, under any
stretch of the imagination, want
a government shutdown. House
Leaders know the only way to
shut down Obamacare is to
shut down the government and
negotiate Obamacare out of.
existence. So they'd rather keep
Obamacare."
Instead of playing the political light weight. Boehner needs
to stand and fight.
He needs to stare down
Obama and the Senate. furloughing federal workers just
as has happene,1 to state and
local government workers
Boehner should send the US
Senate a series of appropriations bills to keep important
agencies operating in the name
of public safety while allowing spending to lapse for
nonessential and unconstitution-

al government programs.
And he also should avoid talk
of changing Social Security and
Medicare. Instead. Republicans
should bluntly- say they will
eliminate every single program
of government before they will
violate the contract the federal government has made on
Social Security. It is morallywrong for the government of
the United States to have accepted what are essentially- old age
pension premiums. and now
attempt to not live up to the
contract.
Americans may have misunderstoml the nature of Social
Security since it was founded.
They were told it was an insurance program. With insurance.
you pay a premium and that
premium is invested by the
insurance firm until the day
the money is needed. The premiums are reflected on every
paycheck's ,stub or wage statement in America
Congress as the trustee of
these resources may have in
the past wildly spent ay.-ay this
money. The trust lund doesn't
exist and now the bills are
coming due, hut this doesn't
change the moral imperative
to pay people who has e expected these old age pensions.
Once this is clear we won't
mess with Social Secunty and
Medicare. we should take a
sledge hammer and axe to the
rest of government. Announce
that roads and mass transit will

now be the domain of the
states and eliminate the departtransportation.
ment
of
Announce energy and environmental regulation will take place
in the states and eliminate the
Department of Energy and the
EPA. Schools can also become
the responsibility of the states
through the elimination of the
Department of Education.
Foreign trade will be the
responsibility of the private
businesses involved if they
show courage and eliminate the
Department of Commerce. Once
again, make banking insurance
a private business and eliminate the FDIC. Eliminate the
Department of Agriculture and
fanning will return to being a
private business. Announce
health insurance and weifare
programs will be the domain
of the states and give states
responsibility for Medicaid.
Finally, announce that we
will no longer borrow money.
and force America to right size
gosernment by operating on
pay- as- you- go sy stein. This
doesn't mean we won't pay
our debts. It merely says we
won't borrow more money.
Don't raise the debt ceiling.
Let ()barna defend all these
multitude of programs, subsidies and special interest payments. But do not touch the
programs Americans have paid
premiums for most of their
lifetimes to receive.
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Obituaries
Martha Cherry

William E. 'Bill' Jackson

Jackie Cooper

Martha Cherry, 95, of Murray, died Sunday. March 20. 2011. at
7:43 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Arrangements
are incomplete at this lime at the J.H Churchill Funeral Home.

Funeral sei (.. e. 1, 4 ‘\ I 114111 E. "Bill" "Poochie" Jackson. 63, of
Puryear. Tenn.. were held Sunday. March 20. 2011. at 2 p.m. at
Sulphur Well Church of Christ with Randy Stephens officiating
Burial followed in Mt. Zion Cemetery in Buchanan.
Jackson died Thursday. March 17. 2011. at Paris Healthcare &
Rehabilitation Center in Paris, Tenn.
Born Oct. 10, 1947 in Buchanan. Tenn.. he was a member and
deacon of Sulphur Well Church of Chnst, a graduate of Buchanar
High School and he worked at Midland Brake & Holley Carburetor
Plant. He became one of the first Henry County paramedics and then
worked in Saudi Arabia as a paramedic. After returning to the
United States, he worked for Elkins Construction. Serval!. Carpet
World. Fisher Price/Mattel and was a teaching assistant in Special
Education at Henry County High School. He also conducted jail
ministry and supported AA through Sulphur Well Church of Christ.
Preceding in death was his father, James Fitzhugh Jackson.
He is survived by his wife, Karen Garman Jackson of Puryear.
whom he married Feb. 7, 1987; mother. Helen Oliver Jackson of
Paris; daughters, Laurel Shelley Jackson and Melissa Leigh
Jackson. both of Puryear; sisters, Debbie Elkins and husband. Gary.
of Buchanan, and Anita Michael of Nashville, Tenn.; brother,
Lawrence Jackson and wife. Sheila of Paris; and several nieces,
nephews. great-nieces, great-nephew's and cousins.
Arrangements were handled by Ridgeway Funeral Home in
Paris.

Ms. Jackie Cooper, 46. of Murray. died Wednesday. March 16,
2()! I. at 9:44 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Ms.
Cooper was horn in Murray on March 4. 1965. Ms.
Cooper was a member of the Poplar Spring Baptist
Church.
Ms. Cooper was preceded in death by her biological mother, Mary Frances Mauzy Hill: one
daughter, Brandy Lee Cooper; one brother.
Michael Raymond Garner; also grandparents. Mr.
and Mrs. George Mauzy.
She is survived by her adopted mother. Glenda
Nell McCuiston and husband. Steve of Murray;
father, Harold Gamer of Almo; one daughter, April
Coopar
Cooper of Murray; one son. Daniel Garner of
Murray: three sisters, Teresa Gail Ellis of Monrosiz. Ind.. Rena
Hopkins and husband. Scott of Murray. and Deana Gamer of
Murray; three brothers, Johnny Ray Garner. Jason Coy Garner and
Mac McCuiston and wife. Emily. all of Murray; as well as two
grandchildren, Carson Lee Garner and Cody Lane Garner. both of
Murray.
A memorial service will be tonight, Monday. March 21, 2011. at
7 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Bro. Sammy
Cunningham officiating. Visitation will be held also tonight,
Monday. March 21, 2011. from 4 p.m. until service time (7 pan.) at
the funeral home.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
As a request of the family, expressions of sympathy be made to
the, Ms. Jackie Cooper Fund, do The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
201 South Third Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Lilliard 'Junior' Clark
Lillian' "Junior" Clark. 84, of Paducah, died Thursday. March
17. 2011. at 4:09 p.m. at Medeo Center of Paducah.
Born May 6, 1927 in Paducah, to the late Lilliard
Mahon Clark, Sr. and Novelle Robinson Clark. he
was a member of First Baptist Church of Paducah
and retired from the U.S. Postal Service w well as
Amerisource. He also served in the U.S. Navy.
In addition to his parents. he was preceded in
death by a daughter, Darla Clark; and a sister, Dorothy English.
He is survived by his wife of 52 years, Imogene Bruce Clark; two
daughters, Melanie Hannan and husband. Mark of Reidland, and
Kay' Yeager and husband. David of loppa. Md.; one half-sister,
Marann Mann of Hohenwald. Tenn.; four grandchildren, Darren
Halliman of Murray, Louis Yeager of California. Donna Riemer of
Pykeville. Md., and Stephanie Halliman of Louisville; and two
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held today, Monday, March 21, 2011, at
2 p.m. at Milner and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah with the Rev. R.
Tommy Tucker officiating. Burial will follow at Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will also be today. Monday. from 1 p.m. until funeral
hour at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandorr.com.
rrangements are handled by Milner and Orr Funeral Home.

Marjorie Ann Garland
Marjorie Ann Garland. 75. of Murray, died Saturday... March 19.
2(111. at her residence.
Born June 25. 1935 in Mayfield, to the late
Prentice and Vara Grobb Curtsinger, she was a
member of St. Leo Catholic Church and worked
for years at Yours. Mine & Ours in Murray.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death by four brothers, Lyndal. Paul, Earl and
(;erald Curtsinger; and a sister, Beatrice Ballard.
She is survived by her husband, Bob Garland;
two sons, David Garland of Murray. and Russell
Garland of Paducah; three daughters. Gina
Garland of Murray. Elena Jones and husband.
Garland
Darrell of Hendersonville. Tenn., and Gerilyn
Elliott and husband, Alan Cothrum of Mayfield;
two brothers, Ross Curtsinger and wife. Betsy of Fancy Farm, and
Robert Curtsinger of Benton; a sister, Mary Lou Curtsinger of
Mayfield; and five grandchildren.
A Memorial Mass will be held Tuesday. March 22, 2011. at II
a.m. at St. Jerome Catholic Church in Fancy Farm with Fr. Jason
McClure officiating. Interment will follow at St. Jerome Cemetery.
A Prayer Service will be held tonight. Monday, at 7 p.m. at
Heritage Family Funeral Home in Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Hospice House
Building Fund, do MC Endowment for Healthcare, 803 Poplar St.,
Murray. KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmillercom.
arrangements are handled by Heritage Family Funeral Home.

Christopher Eric 'later' Bedwell
Christopher Eric "Tater" Bedwell, 37, of Cadiz, died Thursday,
March 17, 2011. at Ft. Knox.
He was employed by Drywall Systems Plus and was a member
of Calvary Missionary Baptist Church.
In addition to his parents, Jerry Lee Bedwell and
Mary Suzanne (Atchison) Bedwell of Benton, he is
survived by his wife, Regina Fay (Pridemore)
Bedwell of Cadiz; three daughters, Heather
Michelle Tidwell of Cadiz. Brittney Dawn Tidwell
of Murray, and Kristen Renee Evitts of Puryear.
Tenn.; one sister, Deana Ann Mitchuson of Benton;
one brother. Bradley David Bedwell of Benton;
and two grandchildren, Elizabeth May Spradlin of
Cadiz, and Brayden Lee Lynn Smith of Murray.
Bedwell
Funeral services will be held Tuesday. March
22, 2011, at 2 p.m. at Collier Funeral Chapel with Greg Wells and
Jared Baker officiating. Interment will follow at the Marshall
County Memory Gardens in Benton.
Visitation will be tonight. Monday. from 5-9 p.m. at Collier
Funeral Home.
Arrangements are handled by Collier Funeral Home in Benton.

Martha Knight
Funeral services I-or Martha Louise Griffin Knight. 88, of New
Concord, formerly of Cincinnati. Ohio. were held Friday. March 18,
2011, at noon at the Cox Funeral Home Chapel
with Shannon Franklin officiating. Interment followed at Elmwood Cemetery.
Serving as pallbearers were Donald Griffin,
Hobert Blevins. Allen Blevins, David Blevins.
Brian Griffin and Matt Noris.
Knight died Tuesday, March IS. 2011. at her
home after a long illness.
Born Feb. 4, 1923 in Rockcastle County, the
daughter of the late Claude and Bertha Franklin
Griffin, she was a member of the Eastwood Baptist
Knight
('hurch.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husband, Frank Knight; four brothers, Arthur S., John C.. George W.
and Monroe L. Griffin; and four sisters, Edna Maue, Nanella
Tninnell, Anna Stevenson and Dorothy Tacker'.
She is survived by one daughter. Bertha Griffin and husband,
Don of New Concord; one brother, Simon Griffin of West Carrolton.
Ohio; four sisters, Julia Marker of Sardinia. Ohio, Ruth Miller of
Mt. Orab, Ohio. Jean Day a Hammersville. Ohio. and Linda
Kissinger of Litchfield; three grandchildren. Teresa Carnahan.
Maria Blevins and Donald Griffin: and seven great-grandchildren.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillencom. Local
arrangements were handled by lines-Miller Funeral Home.

Large cities off-limits
to U.S. nuclear plants
WASHINGTON (AP) -Energy Secretary Steven Chu
suggested Sunday that Japan's
nuclear crisis might make it less
likely that new nuclear reactors
are built near large American
cities, just one of many safety
changes that could be forthcoming as U.S. officials review reactor safety.
"Certainly where you site
reactors and where we site reactors going forward will be different than where we might have
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DES MOINES. Iowa tAP) (mg some of their paycheck into
-- Americans who were afraid a 401110 during the market's
to open their 401(k) statements worst months are now ahead.
Account balances didn't
during the recession are finding
good news inside the envelope recover entirely from the
now: For the most part, their strength of the market. Those
accounts have come all the way automatic paycheck deductions
helped a lot. On average, 401(10
back and then some.
Nine in 10 of the popular participants put in about 8 perretirement plans are at least cent of their pay from 2(X)3 to
back to where they were in 2006, says business consulting
October 2007. the peak of the firm Aon Hewitt. Contributions
stock market. Since the bull slipped slightly during the
market began in March 2009. recession, falling from an averstocks have almost doubled. age 7.7 percent in 2007, to the
And many investors who kept current average around 7.3 pertheir nerve and continued put- cent.
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James Grooms
Funeral services for James Grooms, 81. of Haze!. were held
today, Monday. March 21, 2011. at II a.m. at the Oak Grove Baptist
Church with the Rev. William Beasley officiating.
Burial followed in the South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Grooms died Thursday. March 17, 2011, at 4:05
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born June 29. 1929 in Graves County, he was a
retired dairy farmer and was a member of the Oak
Grove Baptist Church.
In addition to his parents. Toy and Ethel Ward
Grooms, he was preceded in death by a brother.
Ralph Grooms: and one great-grandchild, Aaron
Grooms
Foutch.
He is survived by his wife, Youlonda Cooper Grooms of Hazel,
whom he married July 30, 1949 in Corinth. Miss.: daughter, Beverly
Garrison and husband, Mike of Murray: four sisters, Linda Kendall,
Bobbie Calhoun, Shirley Calhoun and husband. Gerald. and Patsy
Thorn, all of Murray; one brother, Huel Grooms of Mayfield; and
three grandchildren. eight great-grandchildren and one great-greatgrandchild. Expressions of sympathy may go to Oak Grove Baptist
Church. 5525 Jones Mill Crossland Rd.. Puryear, TN 38251.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhonne.coni. Arrangements were handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home,

sited them in the past," Chu said
in response to questions'about
the Indian Point nuclear plant
near New York City.
"Any time there is a serious
accident, we have to learn from
those accidents and go forward."
Meanwhile, the chairman of
Regulatory
the
Nuclear
Commission said his agency
will again review' how U.S.
nuclear plants store spent-fuel
from nuclear reactors.

The number oftimes published or the length ofone or nwre of the
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger atm
Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or space.
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Hazel Woman's Club holds February meeting
Special to the Ledger
I tic liaie! 1konian's Club met
Hazel
17. at the
Feb.
Community Center. Club president. Tina Ward. read thank you
notes from the Family Resource
Santa Project. the Merriman
House and the United Way for
recent contributions. A note
from a wounded solider was
also read thanking the dub for
their contribution to the program
that makes adaptive clothing for
military members who receive
injuries that call for clothing to
be adapted to fit their needs.
The club reported another successful year for the fishpond.
They then agreed to participate
in the Child Abuse Awareness
program by displaying pinwheels in the Hazel area. The
club also voted to contribute $50
each to Calloway County and
Henry County High Schools for
Project Graduation. Finally, a
scholarship committee was
appointed to select the Janie
Story Memorial Scholarship
recipient

Douglas to
e-mail: communitynews0murrayledger.com

Murray Bank Good Life
plans Nasl-n ille trip
[tic NIurra Hank (.043d Life will be traveling to Nash% ille, Tenn., on April 14, to the
Southern Women's Show, and on May 3, to
TPAC to see comedians Carl Hurley and
Jeanne Robertson. Reservations for TPAC
must be made by Friday. April I. Those inter('sted in either of these trips may contact
Brenda Sykes at (270) 767-3338 or e-mail
bsykes@themurraybank.com

Datebook

Prize-winning author, c
nisi. cultural critic and prc
Susan J. Douglas will sp
Murray State Universi
Monday. March 28, at 6:3
in the ('urns Center Thew
Her . lecture "Enligl
Sexism: How Pop Cultun
Us from Girl Power to

•AMP
From Page 6A
of the advertising indtk
prol
social
solving
advance the standards of
tising through voluntan

TOPS meeting Thesday

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS tTake Off
Pounds Sensibly) will meet Tuesday, March 22.
from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Visitors are welcome. For information, call
Sheila at 227-1723.
Sandi Teague.
Community
editor

Parkinson's group will meet Tuesday
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday. March 22, at noon
at the Weaks Community Center. Persons coming for lunch should
arrive by 11:30 a.m. For more information, call Dixie Hopkins, 7536(101.

Fundraiser to be held for Fuqua
Photo provided
Hostesses for the February meeting were, from left, Tina Ward, Maria Thompson, Vicki
Singleton and Mignon Pittman

AMP seeks applications for public service grant
Special to the Ledger
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. &
Advertising
Tr -State
Marketing Professionals(AMP)
is accepting applications from
non-profit organizations in
western Kentucky, southern
Illinois and southeast Missouri

for the 2011 Advertising for a
Cause grant. The grant will provide advertising assistance. production and media placement
valued at $90,000 for one
regional public service organization.
Nine regional media compa-

nies have donated their production and placement services to
fund the grant. which will be
coordinated by Tri-State AMP.
Once a recipient is selected, a
multi-media public service campaign will be developed and
implemented. covering a five-

Pam Roberson and Cindy Meador
welcome
Iva Carson
and
Carol Hill
to

Han-port Beauty Salon
1!\ Call Iva or Carolfor an appointment today. 4;r.s.i-1
270-753-7455
615C Southside Shopping Center

Acctet.km.:...suesTmEs.
If you experience difficulty hearing....
look to the professionals at Stone-Lang.

state service area.
Eligible organizations must
service Tri-State AMP's membership area. Applications are
available online at www.tristateamp.com and must be submitted by April 20. For more
information, call Boyce Holt at
(573)429-8820 or e-mail allmediaservices@tcmax.net.
The Advertising for a Cause
grant debuted in 2009 when four
local media organizations donated $40.000 worth of creative
production and media placement
to be used for a worthwhile public Service campaign with potential to deliver tangible results.
Tri-State AMP selected Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of Eastern
Missouri as the first recipient.
with a goal of matching at least
10 percent of their 100 participants with a Big Brother or Big
Sister. The campaign resulted in
58 total matches, as well as 16
new Big Brother volunteers and
52 Big Sister inquiries, far
exceeding the stated goal. TriState AMP received the
Advertising
American
Federation's National Club
Achievement Award for its role
in this important public service
campaign.
&
Advertising
Tri-State
Marketing Professionals is a
non-profit organization made up
of communications professionals in the Cape Girardeau. Mo.,
Paducah. and Harrisburg. Ill.
areas. The organization seeks to
provide and promote a better
understanding of the functions
and value of advertising; apply
the skills, creativity and energy

II See Page 7A
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HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler

The area's premier
hearing aid provider'

LICENSED AND
BOARD CERTIFIED
• FREE HEARING
SCREENING TESTS
• SAVE UP TO 50%
ON HEARING AIDS

CALL TODAY 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANGIONCO.
HEARING REHABILITAT

2620 Broadway
Paducah. KY
270-442-3561

Murray Ledger & Time

210 South 12th
Murray. KY
270-753-8055

270 Commercial Ave.
Fulton, KY
1-800-949-5728

www.stonelang.com

913 South Main
Marion. KY
1-800-949-5728

Hickory Woods has been hit
with "March Madness!" We
drew for our teams this week.
The residents who drew the
final four teams wins a prize
along with the final team. Let
the games begin!
Marie Taylor came this week
and played Irish music for us.
We all sang along and had a
great time.
We hosted the meeting of the
Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club this
week. We enjoyed giving them
a tour of our newly decorated
facility. We served St. Patrick's
Day refreshments for them
which included green punch
and cookies.
After "Room Service" the
residents came out for their St.
Patrick's Day party. We had
refreshments at our party while
we watched Kentucky basketball.
Our birthday folks this week
arc Marion Brown, Nancy
Warr( n and Txkla Farrell.
Happy Birthday to all of you
and many more!
...Nothing else looks orfeels
like home but we come close
84 Utterback Rd_ • Murray. Ky
Phone, 12701 759-8700 • 11189-231-5014

The Murray-Calloway County Hospital. EMS and the Murray Fire
Department are holding a fundraising lunch for the family of Greg
Fuqua. who's 22-months-old son is at Vanderbilt Hospital. according to George Ligon. The lunch will be Tuesday. March 22,from II
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the MCCH doctor's parking lot on the corner of
Poplar and Eighth Streets. Cost is $5 for hamburger/hot dog, chips,
baked beans and cookie. All proceeds will go to the Fuqua family.

Family Resource board will meet
The Murray Family Resource Center Advisory Board will meet
Wednesday. March 23. at 12:30 p.m. in the West Conference Room
of the Murray Board of Education. 208 S. 13th Street. All interested parties are welcome to attend.

WKEC board will meet
WKEC Board of Directors will meet Wednesday. March 23, at the
WKEC Conference Center in Eddyville. Meeting will begin at 9:30
a.m, and should conclude by noon.

Murray High SBDM will meet
The Murray High School Site Base Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesclii. March 22. at 4 p.m. in the library.

Kids Against Hunger seeks volunteers
The Murray Chapter of Kids Against Hunger has scheduled a
packaging session for Saturday. April 16. Volunteers may choose
one of the three shifts scheduled: 9-11 a.m.; 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.: or I 3 p.m. Kids Against Hunger packages a nutritious rice, soy, freeze
dried vegetable based casserole that is placed in an air-tight sealed
package which feeds a family of six. Preparation requires adding
water, placing in casserole dish andhaking in the oven. Need Line
distributes the food in the Murray-Calloway County area.
Volunteers ages 8 to senior adults may call (270) 753-1492 to sign
up for the packaging session.

Hazel Woman's Club sponsors scholarship
The Hazel Woman's Club sponsors the Janie Story Memorial
Scholarship each year. This scholarship is for a graduating senior
from Calloway County High School who will attend Murray State
University. The application can be picked up in the guidance counselor's office at the high school. The deadline for application to he
returned to the office at CCHS is Friday. March 25.

'Sucker Punch'ride to be held
Gear Up Cycles will host Murray's First "Sucker Punch" Metric
Century Ride, Saturday, March 25. All proceeds will go to support
the Murray State University Cycling Team. Download the registration form at www.gearupcycles.com or call Gear Up Cycles at(270)
761-2453 for more information.

New Covenant to host 5K,Fun Run
New Covenant Christian Academy will hold the NCCA Classic
5K and one-mile Fun Run on Saturday. March 26, at Kenlake State
Park. Registration begins at 8 a.m. The 5K race begins at 9 a.m. and
the Fun Run begins at 9:20 a.m. To register or for more information,
call (270)437-3170 or visit www.nccaky.org.

Laker basketball banquet to be held
The basketball coaches and the Backboard Club of Calloway.
County High School invite fans to a banquet dinner to celebrate the
2010-11 Boys Basketball Team on Monday. April 11, at 6:30 p.m. in
the Murray Room of the CFSB Center. Cost is $12 per guest.
Deadline for reservations is April I. For reservations, contact Lisa
Satterwhite at Isattenvhite@mymurray.com or(2701 293-7687.

Bank of Cadiz plans Chicago trip
The Bank of Cadiz Travel Club is heading to Chicago for their
next adventure on July 18-22. Those interested may stop by the
Murray office,630 N. 12st Street and reserve a spot by April 22. For
inore infinmation. contact Jennifer Eidson at (270) 759-4852: or
visit bankofcadiz.com.

Thu are invited to an evening of
congregational,*ing at the annual

1°
'
SPRING SING:
at

Williams Chapel Church of Christ
on Friday, March 25, 201 I,
at 7:00 p.m,
Refrobinents will be provided.
7.5 miles west from
the Lynn Grove community
at 7793 State Route 94 West

Williams Chapel is located
Murray in
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Douglas to speak at MSU
Prize-winning author, columnisi, cultural critic and professor
Susan J. Douglas will speak at
Murray State University on
Monday. March 28, at 6:30 p.m.
in the Cum% Center Theater.
Her lecture "Enlightened
Sexism: How Pop Culture Took
Us from Girl Power to Girls

Gone Wild" analyzes the struggle between embedded feminism and enlightened sexism,
challenging the notion that
women now "have itall
For more information. contact
the MSU Women's Center at
809-3140

.AMP ...
From Page

GA

of the advertising industry in
problems;
social
solving
advance the standards of advertising through voluntary self-

regulation; and promote good
fellowship and free exchange of
ideas. Tri-State AMP is affiliated
with
the
American
Advertising Federation and the
Ninth District, AAF.
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Ladies of the
Oaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club held their regular
bridge play Wednesday. March
16. with Cynthia Darnall as
hostess announcing the following winners: First place - Melva
Hatcher: and second place Judy Hooper.
The ladies will meet again
23.
March
Wednesday.
Interested ladies must sign up in
advance by calling Carolyn
Greenfield, hostess, at 1270
759-984W

Photo ore..iided

Hotel California: A salute to the Eagles

Hotel California to perform
at Carson Center in Paducah

Photo provided

Special to the Ledger
"Hotel California: A Salute to
the Eagles" will perform
Saturday. March 26, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Carson Center in Paducah.
Tickets maybe purchased at the
box office Monday through
Friday. from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
by phone at (2701 450-4444; or
at
online

The Eagle, mega-hits such as
ww.thecarsoncentei.org.
highly "Take it Easy," "Heartache
dynamic,
This
acclaimed show incorporates Tonight" and of course. "Hotel
their very own world renowned California," as well as selected
vocal harmony, and authentic titles from the solo works of
instrumentation, including all Don Henley, Glen Frey and Joe
specialty instruments in 'a stage Walsh. The magic and mystique
spectacle that is both modern of this truly timeless music is as
and exciting. Each concert pres- powerful as it is captivating.
ents an exciting showcase of

Pictured in first row from left are 4-H members Lily Swain, Tucker Swain, Beta Swain and
Sarah Beth Adams. In second row are members justice Wisehart. Audree Harper, Jordan
Harris and Megan Harper.

4-H team places first, second
at Livestock Skill-a-thon
Special to the Ledger
The 4-H Li% estock Judging
Team and Stockman's Club
competed in the State Skill-athon Competition. Skill,a-thons
include breeds, feeds, meat cuts,
quality assurance, judging of
hay, meat and wool, and team
communications and evaluation.
Seven Calloway County 4-H
Clover
Youth
competed:
Division-Tucker Swain and Sara

Adams; Intermediate Division Lily Swain; and Senior Division
- Megan Harper, Justice
Wisehart, Audree Harper and
Jordan Harris.
All Calloway County, 4-H
youth performed well. The
Senior Team placed second
overall and received individual
and team distinctions. The first
place Senior Team competes at
the National Skill-a-thon in

North
November at the
International
American
in
Exposition
Livestock
Louisville. Margaret Wisehart
and Shawn Harper are their
coaches. Youth interested in
learning about sheep. goats.
swine and cows are encouraged
to attend future practices.
For 4-H prograni information,
call the Calloway County
Extension Office at 753-1452.
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"Would You Invest Just One Hour to Find Out if there's a Way to Get You Pain-Free and Healthy Again?"
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One hour. That's all it takes
to find out if perhaps there's a
solution to health problems
that have nagged- you for
months or even years.
The typical person that
comes to my office has been
to many doctors already.
Many have spent thousands
on exams and procedures, and
many are no better than when
they started.
So. today. I'm offering you a
way to see if perhaps I can
help. Very often I can. Let me
tell you a little about me
before I go on to explain my
offer.
My name is Dr. Jon Wuest.
In the years since I began
my practice. I've helped hundreds of people feel better and
live healthier, more productive lives through chiropractic
care. And now I'd like to
more
even
introduce
Calloway County residents to
the many benefits our profession has to offer.
For instance, chiropractic
care may be able to help you if
you're suffering from any of
the following conditions:
• Migraine Headaches
• Lower back pain
• Numbness or soreness in
your arms or legs
• Constant fatigue: lack of
energy
• Muscle spasms.'sprains
& strains
These symptoms can he
tused whenever the verteAe in your spine are out of
,liment because these "misgnments" directly affect
(11- nervous system.
Fortunately. if you are sufii ng from any of these prob1, ins or similar afflictions

right now, they may be
relieved or eliminated by
proper chiropractic treatment
(commonly called adjustment).
So, if you've always wanted to "check out" chiropractic
care and see what it can do for
you, now is the best time to do
so because...
For 2 weeks only, $17 will
get you all the services I normally charge new patients
more than $150 for!
What does this offer
include? Everything.
Take a look at what you will
receive...
• An in-depth consultation
about your health and
well-being
• A complete chiropractic
spinal examination
• A full set of specialized
X-rays to determine if a
misalignment in your
spine is causing your
pain or symptoms...
(NOTE: nobody gives
these kinds of X-rays
away free, they would
normally cost you at
least $100).
• An analysis of your
X-rays and spinal exam
results to see what needs
to be done to help relieve
your problem
• Helpful literature that
shows•you how your
body works and why you
experience pain
• Answers to all your most
probing questions about
chiropractic care and
what it can do for you...
The appointment will not
take long at all. And like I
said. I normally charge $150
for this (most of which just
covers the full set of X-rays).
But for now, as part of this

special offer, you can come in
and find out for certain if you
need chiropractic care and
how it might help you eliminate the pain you are feeling.
Meet the Doctor
Before you come in. though.
you will' probably want Io
know a little bit about me. So
let me tell you...
Aside from a stint in the US
Army and going away to chiropractic college I have
resided in Calloway County
for the past 33 years. I have
four terrific kids, Nicholas,
Maggie. Katelyn and Alex.
I graduated from Life
College of Chiropractic in
2000 where I received recognition for clinical proficiency
as well as chiropractic radiological theory and practice. I
have done post-graduate work
in the research and science of
chiropractic. I hav e also taken
multiple courses dealing with
injuries and treatment associated with motor vehicle accidents. I am certified by the
of
Board
National
Chiropractic Examiners.
Does Chiropractic Really
Work? .
Absolutely! Here are some
findings from studies done by
chiropractors and orthopedic
surgeons...
Harvard Medical School

Health Letter
September, 1990
"Chiropractic treatment of
low back pain, which affects
75 million Americans. is superior to the standard regimen
administered by medical doctors", a major British study
has concluded. "Chiropractic
almost certainly confers
worthwhile long-term 'benefit
in comparison with hospital
outpatient management." said
Dr. T.W. Meade. a British
medical doctor who headed
the ttudy conducted at eleven
hospitals and chiropractic
clinics.
Federal Medical Study
Endorses Chiropractic For
Back Pain — US Agency For
Federal
Care
Health
Medical Study Policy and
Research
December 8. 1994 -- A panel
of 23 doctors headed by Dr.
Stanley Bigos, M.D.. professor of Orthopedic Surgery.
studied 390() medical articles
on low back pain. Their conclusions were that "chiropractor's manipulation of the spine
was more helpful than any of
the following: traction, massage. biofeedback, acupuncture. injection of steroids into
the spine, back corsets and
ultrasound."
Would you like even more

proof that chiropractic works?
Then listen to these comments
from a few of m) patients...
Patient Success Stories
I began my treatments with
Dr Jon Wuest on March 3,
2008. I have had several surgeries in the past year and a
half. One of my surgeries
included a double leg amputation above the knee. With all
the trauma to my body I was
in constant pain, including my
legs, neck and back.
I began treatment three
tunes a week for four weeks
starting on March 3ri1. Now I
go twice weekly with several
sessions ahead of me. Since I
started treatments I have had
a huge improvement overall.
Be/ore I was unable to turn
my neck to any degree. now I
move my neck with ease and
no pain. I have also had much
improvement with my legs
although not completely min
free it is an unbelievable difference. I am confident with
knowing how far I have come
thus .far and the future sessions I have scheduled I will
continue to see these much
appreciated improvements.
My sessions have truly nuide a
difierence in my life.
-- HA. - Mayfield

help you. I will tell you and
refer you to a specialist who
might be able to help.
Limited Time Offer
Obviously. with an offer like
this I cannot afford to do it for
very long so 1 picked March
21st - April 4th.
If you would like to take me
up on my offer to see what
chiropractic can do for you.
all you have to do is call out
office and set up an appointment.
PHONE (270)759-1945
Call this number only
Call anytime between the
hours of 8-12 and 2-5 Monday
Tell the
through Friday.
receptionist you would like to
come in for the Special
Examination
Introductory
March 21st - April 4th.
I expect to get flooded with
appointments for this event
so please call as soon as possi
ble to assure that you do nol
miss out.
Thank you very much. and
look forward to trying to help
you get rid of your pain so you
can start living a healthier and
more productive life.
Sincerely.
Dr. Jon Wiles(

Dr. Jon Wuest D.0

1313 Johnson Blvd.
Murray. K.42071
Due to insurance regui,,
(ions. Medicare and sonic
I can feel my.feet again - no other insurance may bd.
more numbness,
excluded from this offer.
— W.Li. - Muria\
Any further treatment shah
:uar.intee ofGreat Sees ice
be agreed upon in writing and
Obviously. I cannot guaran- signed by both parties.
tee results. No one can. But
You have the right to rescind
there is one guarantee I can within seventy two 172) bout,
give you, and that is a guaran- any obligation to pay for serv
tee to give my best effort.
ices performed in addition to
Plus. if I do not think I can this free or discounted service.

No more migraines and neck
pain.
— T.S. - Murray

Murra
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4,700 scift building with
rontirear
entrance
Half block W of court
square on Main St
270-293-6692 or
270-2937952

r.

08 sett aws sobeetted
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:

1111141,

1,1 Tor
5r,-- Mr,
I Its Veal, I 'irrlerv

Articles
For Sale

Thanks to Friends and Family

Mediacom

for making our 60th wedding

2,100 SqFt. 3 office
spaces. 1.000 Scif-storeroom. 1 block
West of court square
753-8964

anniversary so special. Thank
you for the cards, visits, calls.
gifts, and for caring!

Mr. and Mrs. Frank

Andrus

PUBLIC
AUCTION
AAA Ministorage
Saturday 9:00
March 26
1504 Diuguid Dr.
Units 30. 50.
69, 80.
81, 83. 110
020
Notice

GET THIS 1 X 1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
050
Lost mid Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST brown and white
dog with blue eyes
Answers to rigger Lost
on
15th
March
Yarborugn Rd $10000
REWARD!! 4d6-5551
LOST- 4yr Old Collie
between 121 N and 94
W. on Lynn Grove Rd.
Answers to LADY. Very
Friendly, REWARD!
270-752-0678
270-978-3022
060
Help Warded

COMMUNITY Options.
Inc . a national nonprofit dedicated to
empowering individuals wi developmental
disabilities is currently
Community
seeking
in
Staff
Support
Benton, KY. FT. PT and
opportunities
Sub
avatlablel
Responsibilities
include assisting
daily living skills & the
development of independent community !ivmg, administering medication and complete
the appropriate documentation, and accompanying individual to &
from appointments
actanties H S diploma
GOD. a valid DL w+ a
good driving record & a
clean background are a
must, EOE Please submit
to:
resume
Carla Spencer it come
p.org or fax to.
270-906-2284
JOIN the Jasmine's
Family! Now hiring
servers. Apply in person. 270-761-THAI.
NEED part-time worker
for in store pool sales
and service must be
organized and good
when dealing with people, and self motivated
in learning products
Call me ra 270-9780706 to discuss

PECO .-0.kccertring

DISCLAIMER
rer r 1
.11

h..
h1,11 T.

II,.11 1141

II ii uris_ul on
I national
1-11,,,..1 .1
websito not .111 listings
lohnelviink
torn
on the
in OA et' ihrough
the Mutrin ledge,
& lime, Please call
U' it wo hose dip,
question,legdiding
the MI111.1 area
pib listing, Thank

PT openings for housekeepers and ground
maintenance
Weekends required
436-2345

Mediacom has an excellent benefit package.
OUALIFIED CANDIDATES MAY APPLY AT

090
Domestic & Childcare
WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean.
References
978-3583
120
Computers

MOM COMPUTERS
Service Sales
Repairs Upgrades
759.3556

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove. refrigerator. electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4 109
Elte,a r,
OW U S. LOMS.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars halve,
quarter,
gold cow-.
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

Med acorn

Cable Television Job Opportunities

Applications will be accepted
until posttion is filled.
I

Apply at careers.mediacomcc.com

WANTED- iunk car &
truck batteries. Top
prices paid.
(270)759-9694

MuOcal

Hiring for all positions.
Must be available to work
nights & weekends.
Apply in person at Craker Barrel

DID CASE MANAGER responsible for coordination of community
based services for adult's/Children diagnosed
with mental retarctationAevelopmental disabilities QUALIFICATIONS. Bachelor's degree in
Behavioral Health Science, 1 year experience
working withh DD consumers, a valid drivers
license and safe record, must also pass background checks. Applications can be found at
_varinwAriati,org, Must also send resume and
transcripts. Mad to Amy Brazzeli. Four Rivers
Behavioral Health, 425 Broadway. Paducah. KY
42001 Position funded partially by CHFS Open
until filled EOE

? Medicare Supplements
? Medicare Select
Advantage
Medicare
?
? Medicare RIX Plan

1

following position

RN Full-Time

We offer

mmpetitive wages and an excellent benefit
Package Must be licensed in the State of
Apply in person at Lake Way
'ltirsong & Rehab Center 2607 Main Street
rwy 641 6 Benton, KY 42025 E0E,AAE NO
Kentucky

PHONE CALLS PLEASE

150

3T RCA. three years
old $75 Maytag dryer.
works great. $75
293-3109

CHRISTOPHER'S
00INS
has great bargains at
Trends-N- Treasures
Kids Welcome' Buy
and appraise coins
270-753-4161

Livestock Supplies

HAY
For Sale
Square Bales Only
Call 270-753-88-48
before 8 00pm
Futrell Farms

Let me help you understand it.
Ron Sallin (Local Agent)
Phone: 270-753-1565

Real Estate

Cell: 270-210-2533

.4B0. brick, 2,790 scel
$95,000
•3130 bnck. 85.000
1st Ky Realty
inurrayrealestatefor,
sale corn
ledger At 1imrs Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real ',tale aki,ert,m1 herein
sarret to the Federal Fair
Homing Act which make, it
Llnul Sr advertrie am prefer
ewe, %imitation or discominasot treseri-es raw inkic fele
skin sex, handicap, tenuliol "so
hs tW smote must cr iotro-., 11 LI make anv .m12 peer•. Innitatron.
54120131

tease & deposit
required

10,0

Call 759-1204

.51000. y00

after 7 00pm

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 7514109
1BR price reduced
various
locations
RE 753Coleman
9898
2BR apt near university. Water included
$350.00/mo
plus
deposit. Also 1BR apt
near university. Water
included. $275.00/mo
plus deposit. 873-7356
2BR. 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furrashed
$600/month, no pets
753-2225.
4BR, C/HiA, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

SI"

CI.

10

11
?
tell...

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

We Offer:
•All Size Units
OP
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

J dd. RENTAI S
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH S I.
(caner of 121 `,. & I riendalr.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

liotrAng \

10X10 $25 10‘15 $40
12701436-2524
12701293-6906

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

°Moil AAA I, ron-il
Rio, I' %Main iOiuli ols.

,
T11,1

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

.6.111.101310.0

FOR Sale: Nice duplex
in Northwood_ $90,000
270-293-1446

I

Lake Property

BRAND NEW
Lake Vacation HOrne
On 1.71 AC- $97,500
Includes FREE
Boat Slips
Gorgeous new designer- ready 1952 sqft
lake home in spectacular park-like setting
near take. Must see;
Only one. Cali now i 800-704-3154, x 3648
www kylakesale.com

SUBSCRIBE

753-2905
Garland Rentals. Inc. has now acquired

Savings!

G & W Storage located at Junction of

1st Full No. Rent Free
Hwy 94 & Hwy 280. For your boat and
Calloway (;arden
Essex Down
Apartments

mini storage needs, please call

•

Mt BRAT

1505 I)iuguid DEM:
1900 N. 12th St. Suite A in the Murray

1810 & 2I3R Apt,
270-75341556
TDDI-1100-545-1533
FAI 2R3
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bed
room apartments availCall for your
able
appointment
today
270-753-2905
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Very nice 2BR in quiet
area with outside storage and all appliances
Available now
270-759-5885
or 270-293-7085

LE1)GER&T111Ls

Business Center. Visit our other
locations at 1900 N. 12th MBC Storage.

I Home Delivery
Local Mail
.530.00
113 mo.
mo.
3
535.00
$55.00
6 mo.
6 mo.
56.1.00
$105.00
I I yr.
1 yr.
$110.00
TN1
Rest of KV/TI

VICTORIAN one bed
room 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view W/D,
refrigerator,
stove
Very quiet All utilities
paid including electric
$600 mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

I

34
Houses For Rent

I

t BR. Lease & Deposit
No Pets! 270-7530728 270-994-3308

2 BR houses Available
locations
Various
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 1BA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets.
759-4826.
2BR. 1BA, brick, applifurnished.
ances
5450.00/mo
C1H/A
$ 5 0 . 0 0 idep
Application required.
489-2538
293-0480
3B0, 1.5BA. garage &
workshop, stove, dishpets
no
washer,
Murray 270-753-0259

Dr
1414
Oaktall
Estates.
Campbell
145x175ft perfect for
walkout
basement
270-759 5469 or 270978-0876

iihe to the

270-753-2905 our office is located at

or 641 North Murray Store & Lock. •
Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is
currently accepting applications for the

L

Call Ashley Morris or
Natasha Hutson
753-1916
and place your ad t-odaN!
2x2 $12.00 a week
2x1 Sfr.00 a week
13 week contract
Runs on \londay

2007 Cavalier 16x80
3BR 2BA. vinyl siding,
nice 270-469-2525

1

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858

Is your mailbox filling up wit)
material that is confusing?

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE- 1993
THANKS.FOR YOUR BUSINESS

(270)eTB-1961

Sumas

2 Tennessee Walking
horses. 1 mare. 1
philly. 270-978.7441

753-9224

KE.LLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS
403 CINNItnuil St.
Guitar, Piano, Drurr.,
Waco & more
Piano Tuning
DJ & Sound
We Train Youth
Sands!

Lot 3 miles

L

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

( 1.MP SEPTIC CLEANING
OF MURRAY. KY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

220

North of Murray.

2411

p.m.

(270) 7531713

Mobtle Home'

RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
SF
$1000 00/month
270-492-8211

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILINC FOR MT CLIENTS
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8

ti05 t South l'2th S.

Private Country.

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

..ou are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1.024 on Part A St/is on
Part 8 Call me for more intiirmation

itropitiaces

Mediacom is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Old Country Store

Avoid intlationan- cost
Lock in price, ',Ingle pay or
payment plan

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Appliances

I Mobile Home Lots For Rent'

Mediacom is seeking an INSTALLER to install
cable services Within the Marshall. Calloway
and Trigg County areas. Responsibilities will
include Installation. Troubleshooting service
problems, maintenance and selling and promoting broadband services Truck & tools provided. The successful applicant will possess a
strong technical aptitude, physical ability to lift
up to 75 pounds, and the ability to work in all
weather conditions. A satisfactory driving
record is required Medracorn offers a competitive wage in addition to a comprehensive benefit package. High school diploma or equivalent
and strong communication skills are essential
for success

Articles
For Sale
want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

Lou V. McGary
Drws1;lur Poltey l'ov 100', of
the Dedrietthit,,

LARGE
,SELECTION
USED
WARD-ELKINS

800 Coldwater Road 2
Bay Shop and office
and parking in
high
traffic
area
$1.500 00/Mo.
270-753-3153

- PREPLANNING Willou.chnv
I
P,,

INSURANCE

CAREERS MEDIACOMCC COM
Equal Opportunity Employer

resumes
All sales careers
& other positionS, Send lib'
P.O.Box 363
Murray. KY
42071

140
Accepting background
and references to
mowing services. Send
info to PO. box 1040 K
Murray. KY.

Cable Television Job Opportunities
SERVICE TECHNICIAN - BENTON, KY to perform field technical work for both cable television installation. high speed data networking.
including routers. for transmission or transport
of voice, multimedia, or data. Responsibilities
include daily organization of service calls_ customer relations, problem solving. maintenance
duties and for turn-on of new distribution system. Must be able to climb poles with proper
equipment. ladders or other structures as needed. Lift and carry up to 70 lbs. use bucket truck
when required. Work within limited confines,
such as crawl spaces. On call duty required
Requirements include six months Service as
Installer Technician or equivalent previous
experience. Valid drivers license; satisfactory
driving record Knowledge of PC's. chent/sery
er architectures, bridges, local area networks,
wide area networks. and IP networks are highly
desired Ability to operate all tools and equipment in a safe and responsible manner. Good
written and oral communication skills. Ability to
work in all weather conditions and at various
heights Ability to work flexible work hours,
including evenings, weekends. holidays and
overtime as required Must have High School
Diploma or GED.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR

Matching playpen (with
changing tabie feature)
and high chair. Brown
and pink pattern. Like
new because of a very
spoiled baby. $12000
o.b.o. 978-7008 leave
message

7

Prop. For Rent

VISA
lon•

150

A_ THANK YOU NOTE

2

mu
6 mu.
I I r
I Check

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75 90
to mo.
I yr.
$145.(N)

Money Order

MOTIVATED seller has
5 acre lot for sale within city limits Southwest
Area 865-525-3181

II

Visa

Nome
0;1 Address
I'
Hy
I Stale

Homes For Sale

4

2009 Brick Home
2,100 SO. FT Living
Space. •3E3R, 20A, 1
Acre & Double Garage,
Sun-Room,
Hilltop
View.
to
1/2Mile
Murray. City Water &
Owner
Gas.
By
$149,000.
270-519-8570

It

Zio

DaVt tine Ph
I
Mail this coupon with piicinonl to

•

115 Acres - more or
less - on West Stale
Line Rd. 71-TN remainder in KY Road access
and GREAT woods for
hunting.Some building
sites. 731-498-6117 or
270-227-2301

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
(Sr call (2701 753-1916
a

7
A

a

2

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger St Times
440
Lots For Sale

440
Lois For Sale

510

Services Offered
ADAMS Home
Improvement

Additions. Remodeling
Roofing. Vinyl Siding
Laminate
Floors
Repairs, workers comp
Insured

ft

ff.

EINEM

4,700 scift budding with
eont+rear
entrance
Half block W of court
square on Main St
270-293-6692 or
270-2917952
Commerical Profs. For Rent
2,100 SqFt. 3 office
spaces. 1,000 Sgist
storeroom. 1 block
West of court square.
753-8964
800 Goldwater Road. 2
Bay Shop and office
and parking in high
traffic
area
$1,500.00/Mo.
270-753-3153
RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
SF
+/$i000 00/rnonth
270-492-8211

Tennessee Walking
horses. 1 mare. 1
philly. 270-978.7441
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858
'90
Ursetoek & Supplies]
HAY

For Sale
Square Bales Only
Call 270-753-8848
L.efore 8 00pm
Futrell Farms

Slur,. Ledger & limes Fair
Housing Act Notice
All dal
ad ert,id hoein
,
1 ,iitiret TO the Fey-fetal Fair
T

ilirgal Cr ad,erti, an, preter.
enie limitatton
Lii,adirninaIWn based en rare color, reit.
pligt, wt horde.f. !aril01
,
,
1
or national origin or intre•
t.1 make an, sricb prefer, • lirnitation.iir disc 6111111Jt,
riminatton
n the -.ale rental of thherhqng
it real rtalr based en lactor,
addition to thic.e twidected
under tederal lair

540

ned
in

'Ws

15.00
3.00
10.00

We .111 Inch ingl, accept On
ertisil tor realest).* whtch
e not in violation of the la,. All
parson. are hereby mtcrin,1
Hut all duelling,aal,eftried arta% AA* oil an eitial opportune% hascr
turthur
nith
litneang Adverteilly
inent.
(1.1,1
, 1•41
171
,
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FOR Sale: Nice duplex
in Northwood. $90,000
270-293-1446
Lake Property

_
BRAND NEW
Lake Vacation

HOrne
On 1.71 AC- $97,500
Includes FREE
Boat Slips

Gorgeous new designer- ready 1952 stiff
,ake home in spectac;lar park-like setting
'Tear take. Must see,
Only one. Cali now 1800-704-3154, x 3648

3BR, 3BA Brick home
Saratoga
Springs
$287,000.
270-753-2135
BRAND new 3BH 20A
2 Car garage, Custom
Brick
home
in
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors,
Formal dining, custom
cabinets. open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905.
House with tobacco
barn, shop and 29.6
acres. On Erwin Rd
7mi SW of Murray. Call
753-1578 or 293-2971

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

OW Cars

HOLLAND
moloissis
We Finance

Lots For Sate
1414
Oakhill Dr
Campbell
Estates,
145x 175ft perfect for
walkout
basement.
270-759.5469 or 270478-0876

Is

115 Acres - more or
less - on West State
Line Rd. 71-TN remainder in KY Road access
and GREAT woods for
hunting.Some building
sites. 731-498-6117 or
270-227-2301

AL6A0
COMPUTER
REPAIR
•Labor never
more than $50
*Repair in
48 hours re fres
(270)978-7890
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
work.
track
hoe
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR

759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

06 Dodge 2503 diesel
4x4 Laramie package
Leather power everything, and automatic
Sharp excellent truck
132k
miles.
$22.500.00 436-5508
293-5507
1999 Ford F150 Lariat,
reg cab. 117,000-1
owner-iocal.
Whitecondition.
excellent
$7 800.00. 753-6775
1995 F150 XLT Lariat,
reg cab. 98,000 miles-1
owner-local.
Whiteexcellent
condition.
$6,500. 753-6775 after
1 p.m_

14ft Crappie, 91!2
Johnson Trolling motor,
fish finder, drive on
trailer Great shape
$1.600.00 436-2744
1998 17' Stratos boat
witrador 1998 Johnson
115HP motor, shed
kept $6,500 00
270 436-2689

YOUR AD.
COULD BE
HERE FOR'"
ONLY $75.00A MONTH
CALL 753-1918

Wttighttg
You can count on the
most experienced
in West At.
403 Torn Taylor Trail

753-7728
HEIntlectric,
Since 1986
Re,
.. Corn,. & Ind

Licensed & Insured
All lobs - big or small'

753-9562
'AWN htliCleCtris t 4,1

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
2009 Brick Home junk & tree work
2,100 SO. FT Living
A-1 Lamb's
Space. -3BR. 2BA, 1 Professional Tree
Acre & Double Garage.
Service Insured
Sun-Room,
Hilltop
753-TREE (8733)
to
View.
1(2Mile
Mccuiston
Murray. City Water & Aldridge
Owner Roofing. LLC Licensed
Gas.
By
and insured. Free esti$149,000.
mates. 293-4020 or
270-519-8570
293-1924

will clean your house
business
Reasonable
rates
References 270-8048153

ML Garage Doors
Installation
repair
raintenance on door'
and operators
270-293-2357

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING 8
REMODELING
5$ We will save
YOU money SS
Free Estimates
References

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• LOcally owned
and operated
.1 Free atirnates
• Lic &
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

Or

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee

753-1816 r27-961
CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care 8yrs. exp. 2938814
Lawns
mowed.
Experienced.
Reasonable Only taking 8-10 yards. Free
astimates. Ken Buoy
753-2643 befor 10p.m.

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
•Asphalt Installation *Seal coatirig"&
striping
,14-1 yrs experiench,

TR.kVfS
ASPHALT
.4.7a.Mg.SeillroMing (270)759-0501
& Muting,
xx
270-753-2279

270-748-8970
LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Hight Review
*Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

7

„hcillandMotorulescco.
270-7534461

MOTIVATED seller has
.5 acre lot for sale with-

in city limits. Southwest
Area, 865-525-3181.

270-293-7220

11_6_
LIMISCAPING
•Mowing Service
•Mulch
•I,ic. fertilization
•Sweeping Service

wWW.kylakesale.cem

---1
kil

75 90
M.00
$5.00

2BR, IBA on 5 acres
East of Kirksey call
753-2515

REDUCED 2.5 story
house on 7 acres with
barn. With picturesque
view. East of town.
Make offer. 293-7252.

48R, brick, 2,790 sqtt
$95,000
.3BR bnck, 85,000
1 St Ky Realty
rriurrayrealestatefor,
sale corn

T-1

arid affordable. Free
estimates

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in I
Riverfield Estates.
SBC Real Properly
Professionals
293-7872

2

1

227-2617
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, Reliable.

460
Homes For Snit

Fr>, Sala Or Lasso

Nlonda:s. larch 21, 21111 • 9

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS-REMOvAt
*24.klpirr,
rrkiirciOncylSoiv,,
,
Ron Frame
(270)I27-3140
(270).474-0323

Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839
FUTRELL'S

6" Continuous Guttersi
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner
Greg Mansfield
12701 293-8480
Garden Trme
We do tiling, mowing,
and dirt work All types
of work Call
270-705-8250

• kcal!, 4: Tecial pickups
• 10(iiii!, icc iledittpelatCd
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Handyman Work
%Ati Jobs. Hepairs
, Carpentry,
Mobile Wiklingt
anti:Trite,
s
Muctikkitit
NiliJob Ton Sine;
•Jadob
270-978-0278
HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Firmabie
&13epenriatee.
• 'Free-Estorriaties
FreeStionfrbova
corr.

PRESERVE YOUR
MEMORIES
*Transfer cassette
tapes to CD
*VHS, VHS-C, HIS,
and MiniDV
tapes to DVD
Chris Adams
(270)227-3779
Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Call
Don, Murray area
519-8570

Check
us out

on the
Web!

270-293-7314

270-293-7315
Houses to clean
Charge by hour or job
270-228-8294 or
270-376-2741
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Road

Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-8050 phonc
(270) 75.4-2166 fax
vlassociates@murra k

t

Joseph E. Sons, PIS • C. Thomas Dowdy, PLS
(A 'Cr 90

yeurs cominheti rr.,,ecro tar'

Boundary Surveying • Construction Staking • Topographical Survuy,
Elevation Certificates • FEMA Applications • Subdivision Layout
Before you build know your boundaries
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Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesday. March 22, 2011:
This year, you appear extraordinarily
grounded.
Communication becomes a star
issue, which you and others
seem to work on. You also might
find work more of a burden than
in the past. Look at what you
can do to transform this situation. The next four to five
months could be very fortunate.
In January, you will have started
a new II -year luck cycle.
Eliminate what you don't want
to deal with anymore. If you are
single, the next four months
could draw in quite a few suitors. The right person might be in
the mix. If you are attached,
your partner could he a bit "different." You are redefining this
relationship. SCORPIO bottomlines situations.

by Iacbueline Bigar
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Tap into your creativity.
and nothing will baffle you for
any length of time. Solutions
appear if you are willing to get to
the root of an issue arid undee
stand .it. Someone cares a lot
about you and lets you know it.
Be available to others. Tonight;
Hang out.
LIBRA (Sept, 23-Oct. 22)
**** Take a gander. Detach.
How much is the material side of
life affecting you? You wonder if
you have a choice or an opportunity to move in a different direction. Be willing to find an expert
and investigate alternatives.
Tonight: Dc some reading. Relax
before you approach an issue
again.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Understanding draws a
very different perspective. Keep
conversations flowing, even if
you might need to do some
rescheduling or a situation is

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Approach others with
depth, even if you find someone
to be remarkably superficial.
Perhaps you can help this person make contact on a more profound level. Detach, and you'll
gain a different perspective.
Tonight: Let the good times rock
and roll.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You generally are sure of
yourself Allowing people to
know less about how you feel
could be powerful_ Let spontaneity just happen between you and
others. Detach and watch someone start taking more responsibility. Tonight: Say "yes."
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Honor who you are in
resolving a daily life issue. A
partner might want to give his or
het input. Realize you are seeing
events from a different perspective. Know that if you value this
person, there can be truth here
Tonight: Say little, do more.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** An innate sense of creativity touches nearly everything
you do. Even though others see
situations as you see them, they
still could be elaborated on. Be
easy with a child or new friend.
You could be exhausted.
Tonight: Let it all hang out.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You continue to work on
a personal level, not allowing
bias to come forward. You'll
understand much more as a
result of this period of internal
reflection Plug into your to-do
list, knowing there is a lot to
accomplish. Tonight Finally, taking it easy

gap

HORSE BOARDING
•Stall or pasture
4115/mo
*Includes hay

400 InciuStria

CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• The true test of civilization is not the
census, not the size
of cities, nor the
crops - no, but the
kind of man the
country turns out to
be. Ralph Waldo Emerson

BBB

turning your life upside down. Go ter. This could involve someone
with it. for now. There is much to you look up to or an issue involvbe gained. Tonight: A key person ing responsibility and authority
Rome wasn't built in a day; nor
responds to your efforts.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. does your thinking need to be
solidified immediately. Tonight•
21)
*** Take your time, knowing Take the lead.
there is no rush. You need to PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
tune in to what you feel and ***** You have a way of
think.. How much can you offer? looleng at issues from both
This could iefer to an emotional sides. A different perspective
or financial situation. Do needed might be more important than
research. Tonight: Much-needed you realize. Listen to what is
downtime.
being said. Understand there are
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) many ways to the same goal
***** Your ability to move Use good sense. Tonight. Move
with the group yet point to basics onward.
could be far more important than
you realize. Honor who you are. BORN TODAY
Actor William Shatner (1931).
and ask for more feedback
Brainstorm; toss out ideas. You'll author James Patterson (1947)
.t.
come up with solutions Tonight:
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Zero in on what you want
Internet at www.jacquelinebiAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Honor what is going on gar.com.
among your friends, and get to (c) 2011 by King Features
the bottom of an emotional mat- Syndicate Inc.
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Auto
Repair

A+ Rating!

•
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unninghamRUNIR
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1110141016°C
We are the Oldest, Independent Repair Shop in Murray,
established in 1962... and with time comes wisdom,
which is why we are also

#1 Auto Repair 9 years running!
AIM

AutoCare
Center

We Install Quality NAPA Parts

ISPE/1
ENSINESLTRANSIAISSIONS
COI

We are the Largest installer of Jasper Engines
& Transmissions from Mayfield to Clarksville!
• Oil Change
• Tune-ups
Brakes
Radiator & Transmission Flush
Fuel Injection Service
Fuel Filter Change

From Old to New,
Foreign to Domestic we can take care of
ALL your car needs!
619 S. 4th St. • 753-6831
Open Mon. - Fri 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

„
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Looking Back
Graves Morns of Murray and
the seven pound three ounce
largemouth has, he caught in
the Blood River area.
Forty years ago
Winners of the essay contest
by the Murray Civitan Club were
Timothy Fannin. first: Janie
The Murray Ledger & Times Hughes. second. and Lind.,
Publisher Walt Apperson has Arnold. third, all student. at C..
announced his retirement. effec- loway County High School_
Army Specialist Four Ronald
tive March 31 Alice Rouse, general manager of the newspaper. L. Webb. son of Mr. and MI
will become the new publisher. Troy U. Webb of Kirksey.
births serving with the Third Infano
reported
Recently
include a girl to Jeremiah and Division at Ast:haffenburg. Get
many.
Dawn Hall.
births
reported
Recently
David Hudspeth of the Main
Street Youth Center was a recent include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
guest speaker at a meeting of Ray Rushing. and a boy to Mr
the Home Department of the Mur- and Mrs. Gerald Murdock.
Fifty years ago
ray Woman's Club.
Mrs. William Nall spoke on
Twenty years ago
Bicycle enthusiasts will get "Home Shelters" at the meeting
a chance for an early jump on of the Murray Busines., and Prothe 148th annual rater Day events fessional Women's Club held at
on March 30 with the first annu- the Kentucky Colonel.
Special guest speakers at the
al Tour-dc-later bike races.
Teresa Bazzell of Kirksey was Christian Business Men's Committee Dinner to be held March
one of five Kentucky women
23 at the Murray Woman's Club
artists to receo.e an Award of
Distinction for her oil painting. House will be Vernon Patterson
The Word Was Made Flesh...And and Henderson Belk of CharDwelt Among Us.- at the lotte. N.C.
"Grass is Greener" starring
Headley-Whitney Museum's AllKentucky Juried Women's Art Cary Grant and Jean Simmons
is showing at the Vaisity TheExhibition. Lexington.
Matthew Ryan Darnell. nine- atre.
Sixty years ago
year-old son of Randy and Rhonbirths
reported
Recently
da Darnell of Farmington, has
been selected to appear on include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
WPSD-TV6 "Kids Who Care" Zelner Feddon: a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Simmons. and
section
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tom
Thirty years ago
Haltom.
Community Theatre's fourth
The fourth in a series of Tracannisersary will be celebrated
with the production of the three- tor Maintenance and Operational
act comedy. The Fourposter.- Schools will be held March 24
opening Thursday night for eight at the McKeel Equipment Company.
performances.
A fat hog show and sale for
John Dale will speak about
4-H and PPA members will be
"Who is Killing the Children
at the Seventh and Poplar Church held at Murray Livestock Company on March 26 and 27.
of Christ.
Published is a picture of

Ten years ago
The Mundy Planning Commission voted yesterday and
approved a request by the Murray Country Club, located on
College Farm Road. to be
annexed into the Munay city.

COMICS / FEATURES
Despite divorce, ex-wife
remains man's best friend
DEAR ABM.: I tecentlt began
dating a dem friend of two tears
I'll call "Ilan r We hate discussed mart iage. and he is keenly interested in has mg children.
He was married to his ex-wife
teas and they had no
toi 1
Abby.
Harry's close
elationship
al his ex is
king
me
,ronlortShe
,'s

:uics away
they
socialize at
Dear Abby least twice a
week lie had
the
fought
By Abigail
divorce, but
Van Buren
he's
says
reltro.cd the two ot them remain
friendly
hoc Hairy dearly. hut I have
told him I think that I -- not his
ex -- should he his hest friend
He gently told me that is out ia
the question. and I can expect
her to attend all (amity holiday
celebrations and other functions.
We ended our relationship as
amicably as possible after he said
his ex-wife laughed at my not wanting to he pan id his 'harem." I
ani devastated. Was I unreasonable" -- WOUNDED IN HOUSTON
DEAR WOUNDED: Not at
all. You have my sympathy, and
you were right to end the romance.
Harry is still too emotionally tied
to his ex-wife to be married to
anyone else. And she knows that.
which is why she laughed.

LI

DEAR ARM': I am beginning
the process of planning my 20th
high school reunion. Last spring.
one of my classmates died alter
a heroic battle with cancer. He
was well-loved by his friends and
family. and I am wondering if
we should MOW his widow to

the reunion She did not go to
our high school. hut many if ins
cia55111ates know hem through her
husband and I think thea would
appreciate her being there.
I am hesitating because I'm
unsure whether it would he appropriate to invite her, and also how
I can ensure that the experience
won't be awkward. Do you think
it's a good idea to invite her.'
- WONDERING IN SEATTLE
DEAR WONDERING: To
invite your late classmate's wife
would he a caring gesture She
might he touched that you wanted to include her. Send the invitation ts till a personal note telling
hen' you would welcome seeing
her -- but do not he surprised if
she chooses not to attend.
P.S. If she doesn't, send her a
copy of the Ft Train for that
evening with recent pictures of
his former classmates, and if there's
a tribune page, he sure her late
husband's name is included on it.
DEAR ABBY: I have been
dating the same wonderful man
nearly a year now. Although we
are not yet engaged, we are headed in that direction and are already
discussing wedding plans.
His mother. whom I adore, has
offered to make my wedding gown.
I am ecstatic at the prospect, but
I have a question: Should 1 offer
to pay toi the matenal or just accept
this generous gift' -- PREGULFPORT.
IN
ENGAGED
MISS.
DEAR PRE-ENGAGED: If
your boyfriend's mother is not
only embracing you hut measuring you for a wedding dress. I'd
say you're further along than "pre"engaged. And what a marvelous
gift she is offering. By all means
offer to pay tor the material -but I have a strong suspicion that
she'll refuse to accept any money.
From your description, she is a
sweetheart.
•••••
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Lichen sclerosus
an irritating condition
,
DE A R DR.GOTT: Please int
vide any information you have
concerning lichen sclerostis. I was
diagnosed eight years ago and
hate y 'sited three doctors, who
all agree I have it. but I have
not had much help from the medications they have prescribed. Evinot
dently
is
much
known about
the cause of
the problem
or a cure.
Mine is definitely getting
worse, and
I'm searching
for help. I
Dr. Gott read your coland
umn
your
enjoy
By
helpful comDr. Peter Gott
ments. Thank
you lot any assistance you can
provide -- even hints about where
1 could research further on my
own would be welcome.
DEAR READER: Lichen sclerosus is an uncommon skin condition It prrmarily affects the skin
of the genitals or anus, but it can
occur anywhere on the body and
in anyone of any age_ It is most
postmenopausal
in
prevalent
wornen.
Symptoms include itching
(sometimes severe), smooth white
spots that may become blotchy
and wrinkled, easy bruising or
tearing, tenderness of the affected areas. discomfort, bleeding and,
in severe cases, blistering or ulcerated lesions.
The cause of lichen sclerostis
is unknown, but it is thought to
be related to either a lack of sex
hormones or an overactive immune
system. Areas of skin that had
previous damage axe more likely
to be affected if you develop
lichen sclerosus. The condition is
not contagious. and it cannot be
spread to others through s•xual
contact. Persistent cases may carry
an increased risk of skin cancer,
hut this has not been definitive-

4,4

ly proved; however, it is still important to have follow-up exanunations at least every year.
Untreated cases are at increased
risk for complications. In women
with genital involvement, scratching can lead to scarring, which
may narrow the vaginal opening,
thus affecting the ability and/or
desire to have intercourse In those
with blistenng, it may become so
severe that any pressure on the
area becomes unbearable. In men
with foreskin involvement, it can
lead to tightening and thinning of
the area, causing problems urinating and during erections.
Treatment depends on location.
Many mild cases without involvement of the genitals or anus will
disappear on their own. Other
areas that require therapy may
respond to conicosteroid ointments
or creams typically used daily for
several weeks with a reduction to
a maintenance level of just once
or twice in a like period to prevent recurrence. It is important
to have regular monitoring because
prolonged use of steroids can
cause side effects.
If this approach fails to work,
other options include prescription
sex hormones, ultraviolet-light
treatment (only for nongenital
areas) and immune-modulating
medications. Men with lichen selerosus of the foreskin may benefit from circumcision.
If you would like to read more
condition,
visit
about
the
www.MayoChnic.com/health/liche
n-selerosua/DS00725. The Mayo
Clinic does an excellent job of
providing easy-to-understand yet
in-depth information about a vast
array of medical conditions.
Readers who are interested in
learning more about skin disorders can order my Health Report
"Dermatitis. Eczema and Psoriasis" by sending a self-addressed
stamped No. 10 envelope and a
$2 check or money order made
payable to Newsletter, PO. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167.
Be sure to mention the title.

Hints From 11810IS6

Today In History
was formed in France by Paul
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 21. Reynaud, who became prime minthe 80th day of 2011. There are ister. succeeding Edouard Daladier
in 1957. President Dwight D.
285 days left in the year.
Eisenhower and British Prime MinToday's Highlight in History.
In 1965. more than 3.000 civil ister Harold Macmillan began a
rights demonstrators led by the Rev. four-day conference in Bermuda.
In 1960. about 70 people were
Martin Luther King Jr. began their
march from Selma to Montgomera. killed in Sharpeville. South Africa,
when police fired on black pro.),la
testers.
On thisz:cia4::
In 1972, the Supreme Court.
In 1907,445. MarinesNInived
in Honduras to protect American in Dunn a. Blumstein, ruled that
lives and Interests in the wake of states may not /NUM: at least a
year's residency for voting eligiv tolence.
In 1940. a new government bility_

In 1981, Michael Donald, a
black teenager in Mobile. Ala.,
was abducted, tortured and killed
by members of the Ku Klux Klan
IA lawsuit brought by Donald'.
mother. Beulah Mae Donald, tato
resulted in a landmark ludgmeni
that bankrupted one Klan organization.)
Ten years ago. Discovery glided to a predawn touchdown. The
Supreme Court ruled that public
hospitals could not test pregnant
women for drug use and turn the
results over to police without the
women's consent.
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TERRACOTTA
CARE
I) e a r
Readers:
TERRACOTTA
POTS
for
spring flowers
by
mitay Wed a
Heloise
little tender,
loving care.
If there is a white film on
them, it's probably salt deposits
and mineral deposits troni the
water. Before cleaning the pots.
make sure all the soil and dried
dirt are off the pots. Use a softbristle brush to clean the pots
inside and out, with mat plain old
soap and matey Rinse well and
let dry. If the white stains are
still there, then vinegar to the rescue! VN'ilve the entire surface of
the pot with full-strength regular
or apple-cider vinegar. When dry,
wipe with baby or mineral oil.
I.et the pot dry completely before
planting.
HIM ill prevent the white spots"
Apply acrylic sealant on the inside
and outside of the pots. Vinegar
is a dynamo in the home: it can
be used in many different ways!
I have put together a six-page

pamphlet containing my favonte
uses for vinegar. If you would
like to receive one, just send $5
and a long, stamped (61 cents).
to:
envelope
self-addressed
Heloise/Vinegar. P.O. Box 795001,
San Antonio, TX 78279-5001.
Vinegar, as a general rule, has no
expiration date. It may become
eloady over time, but its properties aren't affected. -- Heloise
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Wire coat hangers can be versatile:
• Use as a stake for winding
plants.
* Use to hang craft ribbon and
thread.
Camping'? Use to hold paper
towels.
* Fashion into a circle and
cover with pantyhose for a prat!
skimmer.
Heloise
LIGHTS OUT
Dear Heloise: With our electricity going off several times
throughout the year, I found that
if you have yard solar lights, you
can bring some of them inside
the house_ They provide enough
light for you to see inside the
house. We also have candles and
lanterns, but until you locate and
get them lit. the solai lights pro-

vide enough light. -- Ruby. via
e-mail
HOUSEPLANT CARE
Dear Readers: I love my houseplants, including African violets,
scheftleras, corn plants, etc. However, when one of them starts to
look a little sickly, which happens. I move it into the kitchen
so that I can keep an eye on it
and try to get it healthy again. These
plants get a little more TLC. -Heloise
REMOVING LABELS
Dear Heloise: I have found
that the easiest way to remove
personal information from prescription-bottle labels is to wet
the label and scrub with a plastic scrubber or small, stiff brush.
The label quickly disintegrates. Of
course, this doesn't work when
the label has tape over it. As always.
Ginny in
I love your column_
New Jersey
SOUND ON
Dear Readers: Kudos to the
clothing manufacturers who are
making care labels with print that
is large enough to read! It should
not take a magnifying glass to
read the laundry instructions. Heloise
/02011 by King Features Syndicing' Inc.

Crosswords
ACROSS
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Skater Henie
Gold measure
Exemplary
Nimble
Oyster product
Attendance count
Weather-map spots
Work phone no
Store department
Saudi native
Derisive sounds
Factions
Hunker down
Trick-taking game
Arm bone
Zero
Boxing great
House topper
Damascus' nation
Nitwits
On the way
Sports venue
rubular pasta
Like cliffs
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Use a straw
Pindar poem
Arts-funding org
Norwegian cheese
Permit
Wichita natives
In the past
Ascend
TV's Trebek
Exam
Director Craven
Prepare potatoes
Pennsylvania port
Zilch
French cheese
Hold power
Zesty flavor
Without a date
Closet use
Jack of -Barney Miller"
Fizzy drinks
Pronto, in memos

Singer Lovett
Steel ingredient
Tourist stop
Ruby of "Do the Right Thing
Low digit
Tree fluid
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NCAA TOURNAMENT: KENTUCKY 71, WEST VIRGINIA 63

Knight scores 30 to lift
Wildcats into Sweet 16
By FRED GOODALL
AP Sports Writer
TAMPA, Fla.(API -- It's not taking Brandon Knight long to build an
impressive resume in the NCAA
i()urnament.
A game-winning shot in the closing seconds of his debut. A careerbest 30 points in his next game,
helping Kentucky back into the
round of 16.
Less than 48 hours alter his only
hasket helped the fourth-seeded
Wildcats survive their tourney openIA against Princeton. Knight led an

Sweet 16
(4) Kentucky vs.
(1) Ohio State
When: 845 p rr, Friday
Where: Prudential Center (Newark N J)
TV: CBS
Radio: WCBL,99 1 FM
Records: UK 27-8 110-6, SEC! OSIJ 34.2
(16-2 Bs) 10)

11-0 run coming out of halftime and
made six free throws in the final
minute to close out a 71-63 victory
over fifth-seeded West Virginia.
Not bad for a freshman who's
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coping with the pressure that comes
with playing in the NICAAs, while
also carrying the hopes of one of
college basketball's most storied
programs on his shoulders.
"Definitely for me I feel a lot
more anxiety. especially coming into
today's game, not playing so well
(Thursday). But just playing these
type of games where you know if
you lose your season is done. I think
guys really come out and they fight
a lot harder, they go after rebounds a

/ii

Kentucky's
Josh
Harrellson
tips in a basket as West
Virginia's Cam
Thoroughman
defends during Saturday's
in
game
Tampa, Fla.

See KENTUCKY, 12

COLLEGE SOFTBALL: EASTERN ILLINOIS 5, MURRAY STATE 0

Opening day
today for
baseball,
softball
Staff Report
It's opening day tot the both the
Calloway County and Murray High softball
teams, as well as for the Calloway baseball
earn.
The Lady Lakers will welcome St. Mary
at 5:30 p.m. this afternoon while the Lady
Tigers will host Lone Oak at 6.
The Lakers will get Livingston Central
at home today in their season opener at 5:30
p.m.
The Murray High baseball team won't
open its season until tomorrow, with a 5
p.m. tilt with Mayfield scheduled at Ty
Holland Field.
Also on Tuesday, both the Lady Tigers
and Lady Lakers will return to action, with
Calloway traveling to take on Carlisle
County at 4:45 p.m. and Murray High play.
ing host to Reidland at 5:30.
Thursday afternoon Murray High will
kick-off the Tiger Classic, with the Tigers
set to face Hellas(Mo.)at 7:15. Meanwhile.
the Lakers will also be in action at Henry
County (Tenn.) at 5 p.m. and the Lady
Lakers will be at home against Heath at
5:30.
The Lakers will remain on the road
Friday, traveling to face Reidland at 5 p.m..
while the Lady Lakers will play a doubleheader, first seeing Anna-Jonesboro (111.) at
5, then Chicago Lincoln Park (111.1 at 9:30.

tuby, via
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Morehead
can't extend
magic
RICHMOND BOTTLES
UP FRIED
By PAT GRAHAM
AP Sports Writer
DENVER (API --- The program that
inude its reputation bouncing Barkley to
Boeheim was back it again.
Only this time as a favorite.
Slipping into that role every bit as well as
they often have as underdogs. the Richmond
Spiders defeated No. 13 seed Morehead
State 65-48 on Saturday to advance to the
round of 16 for the first time since 1988.
Richmond bottled up the NBA prospect
Kenneth Faried byii shadowing hint with two.
sometimes three defenders.
Fatted, the leading Division 1 retx)under
in the modern era, finished with I I points
and 13 boards, but it was about as quiet as a
double-double gets.
"They didn't do anything to me that I
haven't seen." Faded said. "We couldn't get
in a rhythm. That's a credit to Richmond.
That defense is great and it's hard to play
against it you've never played against it.
"We played Louisv ille iind were able to
conic up with the upset. We fell short against
Richmond."
The Eagles (25-10). the darlings of the
tournament after knocking off Louisville,
were sent home, but not before tying a school
record for wins and gaining plenty of interest
in their school located in Morehead. Ksi
Not that it eases the sting.
"The game will hurt you no matter who
you are.- Morehead coach Donnie Tyndall
said_
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Murray State second baseman Lauren Buch prepares to apply a tag to Eastern Illinois baserunner Maria Sorrentino during Sunday afternoon's game at Racer Field. Sorrentino was caught stealing on the play, but the Racers fell 5-0 as the Panthers swept the series.

Swept away
HEART OF ORDER CAN'T COME
THROUGH FOR RACERS SUNDAY;
EIU SWEEPS WEEKEND SET
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
With the middle of the order due
up in the bottom of the sixth inning
Sunday and Murray State trailing 3-0,
Jay Pyron knew there was no better
time than the present for his team to
put a rally together.
The Racers did just that, as Megan
Glosser blooped a single into shallow'
left field. then Jenna Bradley ripped a
base hit over the second baseman's
head, and an Ellyn Troup walk loaded
the bases for senior third baseman
Stephanie Mattocks.
Three strikes later. the Murray
State threat was over.
The Racers would go on to surrender a sweep to Eastern Illinois in the
first home series of the season at
Racer Field. losing 5-0 in the finale
after dropping 5-2 and 4-0 decisions
in a Saturday doubleheader.
And. for Pyron. the sixth inning of
Sunday's game served to illustrate
one of the chief problems plaguing
his club, which is 0-6 in its second
season of Ohio Valley Conference
play and 4-15 overall, albeit against a
tough early-season schedule that saw
them play in tournaments at Auburn
and Cal State Fullerton.
Aside from senior second baseman
Lauren Such, the Racers have no
player hitting with an average better

SOFTBALL
STANDINGS
School
Jacksonville State
Tennessee Martin
Eastern Illinois
SE Missouri State
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
SIU
Tennessee State
Murray State
Austin Peay

ovc(Ona)
6-0(19-6)
6-0(17-9)
3-0(16-5)
4-2(7-15)
3-3(16-9)
3-3(12-10)
3-3(9-15)
1-2 (9-16)
1-5(7-22)
0-6 (4th
0-6 (4-19)

than .286 and rank last in the league
in batting with a team average of
This weekend's series pitted them
against the best pitching staff in the
OVC, which has posted a gaudy ERA
of 0.96 while compiling a 16-5
record.
But Pyron put the focus on his own
club in the wake of the sweep.
"To be in that position and have
the heart of the order, you've got to
feel good about it as a coach," said
Pyron. "We're just not performing
right now. We've got a lot of players
in the heart of the order that just
aren't getting the job done.
"We're putting them in position to
score runs, they're having RBI oppor-

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
Stephanie Mattocks walks away from home plate after striking out
in the sixth inning Sunday at Racer Field,
tunities, and we're just not getting the
hit we need to get.Such, however, has been a shining
bright spot for the Racers. She leads
the league in hitting, posting a .426
average with 14 RBI and five home
runs.
Coming into the season, she was-

n't one of the players expected to
carry Murray State's offense after a
junior year in which she hit just .239.
"Lauren's just playing the way we
expect her to play," Pyron said. "She
didn't have as good a year last year as
•See RACERS, 12
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From Page 11
inning.
she would hase wanted. but
Pyron has relied chiefly
she's hitting the ball well right upon junior Chelsey Sullivan
now and she's really keeping us and
sophomore
Shelby
in some games and giving us a Kosmecki to provide most of
chance to win."
the mound work for his club
In the sixth inning Sunday. this season. Between the two of
however, Buch flew out to deep them, the pair has earned every
right field to record the Racers' start this year, and they comsecond out, but advanced bined to work the first six
Glosser to third in the process, innings of action on Sunday,
setting the scene for the Troup keeping Eastern Illinois to three
walk to load the bases.
runs on six hits.
On the day. the Racers had
The head coach has seen a
lust four hits and left five run- recent upward trend in the
effectiveness of his pitching
ners on base.
The positive for Murray staff, which also ranks last in
State was that its pitching kept the OVC but hasn't given up
the Racers well within striking more than five runs in a game
distance, at least until the over their last five outings.
Panthers added two insurance
The Racers' chief bugaboo
runs in the top of the seventh has been walks — they have

surrendered 102 free passes. the
second-highest total in the
league. and it's that area in
which Pyron most wants to see
improvement.
"The pitching is kind of off
and on," he said."We do a good
job some of the time, and all of
a sudden, we'll just have a slip
that costs a run, walk a lead-off
batter, or a ball will get by the
catcher. The perfoimance, for
the most part, is good. hut you
just can't make that many mistakes. can't give that many free
bases away."
Sullivan and Kosmecki dici
good job Sunday of limiting
damage. In the first inning. after
Eli! had posted the first run of
the game, Sullivan got Ashleigh
Westover to fly out, leaving two

runners on base.
Through the course of the
day. MSU stranded nine Panther
runners on the basepaths.
Pyron expects things to
begin to come together for his
team, which he says is simply
lacking confidence, as the
schedule begins to turn in the
Racers' favor.
En route to its 0-6 league
record, Murray State has played
series against two of the OVC's
three best teams, and hope to
begin building positive momentum with a doubleheader at
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville
on Tuesday.
The Racers then return home
for a three-game series with
Tennessee Tech next weekend.

•Kentucky
From Page 11
lot tougher." Knight said.
"It kind of changes the
game." the 6-foot-3 guard
added. "Guys play tough
throughout the season, but 1
think they step it up a notch in
the tournament."
So has Knight.
And. Kentucky coach John
Calipari isn't surprised, cornparing the young star's work
ethic to that of Derrick Rose.
who played for Calipari while
leang Memphis to the Final
Four as a freshman.
"This young man works like
he does.... Any time you spend
that kind of time, you expect
good things to happen. If
you're trying to get over, if
you're cutting every corner, if
you're trying to fool around in
practice, the minute it goes
wrong in the game, you expect
It to continue." Calipari said.
"If you're a hard worker and
you spend the time, you expect
good things to happen, even if I
miss two. Everybody says,
'why would you give him the
ball when he didn't make a
shot?' Because I knew he
expected to make the last one.
... And he's not afraid to miss
the last shot. You can't be afraid
to miss it. either."
Kentucky (27-8) advanced
to the East regional semifinals
in Newark, N.J. against either
No I seed Ohio State or
eighth-seeded George Mason.
It's the second trip to the round
of 16 in as many seasons under

Calipari.
West
Virginia,
which
reached the Final Four a year
ago by beating Kentucky in the
regional final. led 41-33 after
closing the opening half on a
22-7 run. But Kentucky scored
the first II points coming out
of the break and eventually
wore down the Mountaineers
(22-12).
Josh Harrellson delivered
eight of his 15 points during
the pivotal stretch of the second half that Kentucky used to
gain control. Terrence Jones
overcame a slow start offensively to finish with 12 points
and 10 rebounds, and each one
of Knight's four assists produced easy baskets for teammates.
"He was really good." West
Virginia coach Bob Huggins
said of Knight.
"I thought we did a much
better job the second half, but
there's a reason why everybody
recruits those guys; they're
pretty good." Huggins added.
"Terrence Jones made some
huge plays for them, some
huge baskets. They're talented
... really really talented."
Joe Mazzulla led West
Virginia with 20 points, but the
6-foot-3 senior guard only had
five after halftime. Darryl
Bryant scored 15 before fouling out in the final minute. and
Casey Mitchell came off the
bench to add 11 and help the
Mountaineers stay in the game.
For Calipari, it was just his

second victory in 10 matchups
with close friend Huggins. The
two embraced after the final
horn.
"I just wished him good
luck," Huggins said. "I told
him go win the thing."
Mazzulla was one of the
keys to West Virginia's win last
year. scoring 17 points and
helping the Mountaineers frustrate Kentucky's shooters with
a 1-3-1 zone that harassed the
Wildcats into 4 for 32 from
beyond the 3-point line.
West Virginia relied almost
exclusively on man-to-man
defense Saturday. And even
though Kentucky shot 56.5 percent in the opening half, the
Wildcats turned the ball over
seven times and didn't get a lot
of open looks at the baskets
after getting off to its quick
start,
Although the game was
billed as a rematch of last
year's East regional final, it
really didn't feel like one.
Da'Sean Butler was the big
gun on West Virginia's Final
Four team and Kentucky is
rebuilding after having five
players — four freshmen —
selected in the first round of the
2010 NBA draft, including No.
1 overall pick John Wall.
Knight missed his first
seven shots before delivering
the winner in Kentucky's 59-57
victory over Princeton on
Thursday. He drained a pair of
long 3-pointer to begin
Saturday's game and never

backed off.
"I felt more confident," said
Knight, who was 9 of 20 from
the field and made 9 of 10 free
throws. "My teammates continued to have faith in me even
though I didn't play such a
great game (against Princeton).
They still had faith in me, and
they really helped me out, finding me and stuff like that. And
they really stepped their level
of play up. which got me more
shots."
Knight scored 14 of his
team's first 21 points, and
Kentucky was in relatively
good shape at the half despite
not getting much production
from it's other two freshmen
starters — Jones and Doron
Lamb — or junior Darius
Miller. Lamb sat most of the
opening half with three fouls
and remained on the bench to
start the second half, when the
Wildcats used the 6-foot-6
DeAndre Liggins to try to slow
down Mazulla.
The plan worked.
Kentucky opened the second
holf with an 11-0 run, taking
the lead when Harrellson
rebounded an airball and
scored to bring Kentucky fans
to their feet. Knight hit a layup
and a 3-pointer during the
surge, while also opening
things up inside for the 6-foot10 Harrellson, who left the
game with a little over two
minutes to left with a cut near
one of his eyes that required
four stitches.
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SCOREBOARD
KHSAA Sweet Sixteen
Friday
First Round
BONI? East 71 Marshall County 62
Christian County 67 Lerongion Catholic
62
Eastern 65. George Rogers Clark 50
Rowan County 64, Wayne County 47
Saturday
Semifinals
Christian County 46. Eastern 43
Rowan County 51 Builitt East 49
Championship
Christian County 65. Rowan County 83
Prop Baseball
Today
Paducah Tilghman at Graires Co 4 30
pm
Community Chnstian at Hickman Co 5
p.m
Livingston Central at Calloway Co
5 30 p m
Billiard Memorial at Lone Oak 6 30
pm

Prep Softball
Today
St Mary at Calloway Co 5 30 p m
Carlisle Co at Graves Co 530 pm
Paducah Tilghman at Reidtand 5 30
pm
Lone Oak at Murray 6 pm
College Baseball
Friday
Georgia St 17 Murray St 6
Saturday
Georgia St 11. Mur, ay St 6
Sunday
Georgia St 14, Murray St 10
College Softball
Saturday
Eastern Illinois 5 Murray St 2
Eastern minors 4 Murray Sr 0
Sunday
Eastern Minors 5 Murray St 0

KHSAA SW EEL'SIXTEEN

Christian County claims
title in double overtime
COLONELS WIN
FIRST-EVER STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Veontae Lewis hit an 18-foot
jumper as time expired in double
overtime and Christian County
beat Rowan County 65-63 to win
the Kentucky boys' Sweet 16
state tournament championship
Saturday.
The Colonels (25-9) held for
the last possession with 1:38 left
in the second overtime and called
tirneout with 12.7 seconds. After
the timeout, point guard Anthony
Hickey dribbled at the top of the
key and started to drive before he
passed to Lewis, on the left wing.
Lewis got the winning shot off
just before tune expired.
Christian County coach Kerry
&ovall said he designed the play
with Lewis on the left wing and
Donovan Kates on the right
wing. Stovall said the idea was
that when Hickey drove, if
Rowan County's 2-3 zone collapsed from one side. Hickey

would be able to find an open
shooter on either wing.
The left side coilapsed, leasing Lewis wide open.
"Was that how I drew it up?
The ball going in the hole? Sure."
Stovall said. "No, we came out
and talked about the fact that we
wanted to put Donovan and
Veontae on both sides. Anthony.
wants the ball in that situation.
He made a great pass and
Veontae put it in the hole."
Christian County won its firstever Sweet 16 championship in
three tries: the Colonels lost in
the 1976 and 1979 championship
games.
Hickey, who was named the
tournament's most valuable player, finished with 17 points, 12
rebounds, six assists and three
steals in the championship game.
Throughout the four-game tournament, he averaged 22.5 points,
6.5 steals and 4.8 assists per
game.
The Colonels led 23-21 at
halftime but could never extend
their lead to more than four
points in regulation.
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2109 Spindletop Dr. - $579,000

—1564 Mockingbird Dr. - $178,900

44 Washington I r. -

,900

KOPPERUD REALTY
99 Kaitlyn Lane - $289,900

2212 Brookhaven Dr. - $214,900

713 Olive Street - $195,000

2208 Brookhaven Drive

311 Countryside Dr. - $159,500

805 Broad St. - $155,000

4463 Kirksey Rd., Kirksey
$153,900

1625 Keenland Dr. - $153,900
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Transit Authority
teams up with
city, Mai guilds
for 'evening of art'

Circus Preparations

By REESE HAWKINS
MSU Public Relations
The Murray Transit Authority.
and several on-campus and offcampus art guilds have collaborated this year to provide the
community with a free and fun
evening of art.
On Friday, March 25. from 69:30 p.m.. the Murray Trolley
will shuttle participants to seven
different exhibition openings
around the Murray-Calloway
County area.
The trolley will visit the Clara
M. Eagle art gallery for the
opening of three exhibitionsFigureFantasyFuryr in the main
gallery. the BFA exhibition of
David Honaker and Holly
Taylor in the upper gallery, and
the BFA Exhibition of Alyssa
Dean in the Curris Center
gallery.
Next stop will be at the
Murray Art Guild, which will be
featuring works by Preston
Bradley and Charlee Weeks that
include printmaking and painting.
Next, at the Robert 0. Miller
Convention Center, an exhibiton
called Visual Evidence will be
on display. juried 115, Shane
Gregory. director of the
Icehouse Museum in Mayfield.
The exhibit will feature works
from several local and regional
artists working in varied styles.
Then, at Gallery 109, Murray
Art Guild: Recent Works, an
annual exhibition, will be on

75c

Murray, KY 42071

Chestnut St.
skate park
now set for
Central Park
Relocation request
receives a majority
vote from Parks Board
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
,
..kate park planned for
.
construction in Chestnut
Street Park will now be
ii,6,.ed to Murray-Calloway
Centsal Park following a vote
by the parks and recreation
board of directors during 4
meeting Monday night.
A request from Dan Lavin and
Matt Falwell. members of the
Chestnut
Skate
Park
Association, to relocate the
facility to the west end of the
front parking lot in central park
met with a near unanimous vote
following discussion. Lavin and
Falwell said the move would
make construction less costly
and be as "controllable and
accessible- as that previously
proposed: a location just south
of the basketball courts at the
Chestnut facility.
However some discussion
concerting the safety of the
new location was raised by
board member Connie Morgan,
who was the lone vote against
the move. Morgan said requiring youngsters to traverse the
U.S. 64I-Chestnut Street intersection and other busy streets
nearby to get to the facility
could be dangerous. He also

A

Cast and crew of Ringling Bros. and
Barnum & Bailey arrived in Murray
Monday to prepare for circus shows
today and Tomorrow at the CFSB Center.
Pictured above, from left, Suzie, Minnie
and Bunny are three Asian elephants
featured in the show. Ramon Esgueda,
elephant trainer, is shown giving the trio
a drink of water after they received a
bath and "pedicures." At left, crew members begin the task of setting up for the
circus. The circus kicks off tonight at
7:30 p.m. and is followed by 4 p.m. and
7:30 p.m. performances Wednesday.

Si See Page 2
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TODAY

TOMORROW

Us

60$
Daily Forecast
National Weather Service
Tuesday: Partly sunny, with a
high near 80 South southwest
wind between 5 and 15 mph
Tuesday Night: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 61 South southwest wind between 8 and 10
mph
Wednesday: Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms. A
high near 76 Southwest wind
between 9 and 14 mph.
Wednesday Night: A slight
chance of showers. Partly
cloudy, with a low around 47
West northwest wind between 7
and 9 mph
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House passes Medicaid proposal

Thermometer
breakage at CCHS
quickly cleaned up

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
RANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-- A compromise proposal that would shore
up Kentucky's Medicaid budget
without making any imnlediate cuts to
other government services cleared the
House late Monday.
The measure, a hodgepodge of ideas
that had been floated by the House.
Senate and Gov. Steve Beshear, could
head off 35 percent cuts in reimbursement rates to doctors and other Medicaid
providers if approved by month's end.
The House passed it hurriedly 94-4,
sending it to the Senate where lawmak-

F

Special to the Ledger
Monday at approximately 8:15
a.m. a thermometer containing
mercury was broken in a science
classroom at Calloway County
High School. A response team
composed of science teachers
and CCHS administrators immediately removed all students
from the classroom and began
carefully cleaning the small

•See Page 2A

ers hadn't reviewed it as of late Monday
and couldn't say whether it would be an
acceptable.
"We don't really know anything about
it,- said Majority Floor Leader Robert
Shyers II."We know concepts and theories, vaguely."
House Democrats and Republicans
heralded the plan as a reasonable means
to break a deadlock with the Senate that
led to an abrupt end of the regular legislative session earlier this month and
forced Beshear to call a special one.
it's an excellent good faith effort,"
said Rep. Adam Koenig, R-Erlanger.
-It's something that everyone can get

behind
The proposal gives the Beshear administration until Aug. 8 to avoid cuts by
privatizing additional Medicaid services. Beshear had proposed that portion of
the plan, saying his administration could
save $425 million by entering into contracts with managed-care organizations.
Koenig said cuts could kick in on Oct.
I for most government agencies, but
only if Beshear is unable to achieve the
necessary savings. Public schools and
higher education would be arniany the
government programs that would be

IN See Page 2

MSU clubs plan facelift
for Girl Scout cabin
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
wo student clubs at
Murray State University
plan to give a local Girl
Scout cabin a facelift on April 9
as part of the fourth "Extreme
Yard Makeover" public service
project.
Amber Harcrow, a member of
Collegiate
Future
MSC's
Farmers of America. said the
club wanted to start a yearly
community service project several years ago and put on the
first yard makeover in 2(X)8 for
the Senior Center at the Weaks
Community Center at 607
Poplar St. That year, club mem-

hers put in flower beds around
the building, she said.
The following year, Murray.
residents were still recovering
from the January 2009 ice storm
damage, so the club removed
tree branches arid related debris
from yards belonging to several
elderly people. In 2010, club
members went back to the
Senior Center and expanded on
the work from the first year,
which included the installation
of rose bushes in the parking
lot, Harcrow said.
This year, the FFA is teaming
with the MSU Horticulture Club

MI See Page 2
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GREAT MURRAY SPELLING BEE: Members of the Kiwanis team confer over the
spelling of one of their words Monday night during the second Great Murray Spelling Bee.
hosted by the Murray Woman's Club
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Perry Boyd Bra

II Evening of Art...

Notice
Grimes. Hollenbach
to be in Murray tonight
Secretary ()I State candidate
Alison Lundergan Grimes and
State Treasurer candidate L.J.
"Todd" Hollenbach will be at
Pagliars at 6 p.m. on Tuesday.
May 22, for a meet-and-greet
session.
The event is sponsored by the
Calloway County Democratic
Party.

Perry Boyd Brant
2011, at 3:40 p.m.
Arrangements are in,
Online condolences
home chili
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spill, according to David
Dowdy, public relations coordinator for Calloway C'ounty
Schools.
Officials from both the
Health
County
Calloway
Department and the Kentucky
Department of Environmental
Protection (D.E.P.) were notified according to standard procedures for a mercury spill.
Dowdy said.
Monday afternoon, Mac
Cann, Environmental Control
supervisor from the Owensboro
of the
Office
Regional
Kentucky D.E.P.. Division for
Air Quality swept the classroom
using sensitive mercury detection equipment and declared it
clean and safe for students.
Cann also removed the materials used during the clean up for
disposal.
Ken Bargo, Calloway County
School Superintendent, commended the CCHS staff for
their quick and thorough
response to the situation.

"My favorite thing about
Fern Terrace is that I have a lot of
freedom but in a familiar
environment. I really enjoy taking
walks and all the outdoor activities."
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4-H events announced
Special to the Ledger
File follow mg upcoming 4-H
programs are announced:
• A 4-H Hunter Bow Class is
on Mondays from 5-6 p.m. at
Hinton Archer) for
Youth
that have their own hunting
bows. All interested 4-H youth
are welcome to attend the meeting Monday.,
March 28.
•
The
North
Fantastics
will
meet
Wednesday.
March 23.
after school
until 4:30
ExtensiOn p.m. Laken
Falwell and
Notes
Cathy
By
Ginny Harper Walker are
the leaders.
Calloway
County Agent Science
Engineering
for 4-H/Youth
Development
d
a
n
Technology.
Health Rocks and Variety Show
are the themes.
• Vet Science Cub will meet
Thursday. March 24. and will
tra% el to a vet's office for a tour
from 4-5 p.m. Dina Duncan and
Jane! Shelby are the leaders.
Call the Extension Office at
753-1452 to find out more.
• The Cooking Club will meet
Thursday. March 24. from 3:457:05 p.m. to help with a Health
Fair at the Calloway County 4-H
Booth at North Elementary.
Youth will he making smoothies
and playing a fitness activity
with those that attend. Call or
text Amy Roberson at 2935391, or Ginny Harper at 2931558: or the Extension Office to
sign up at 753-1452 to sign up to
participate by March 23.
• The 4-H Livestock Judging
Team and Stockman's Club will
meet and travel to a Bull Sale in
Martin. Tenn.. on Friday. March
25. For more information. CollWO Shawn Harper at 705-78(X).
Youth interested in learning
about sheep. goats. swine and
cows are encouraged to attend.

Showing and Judging will be the
focus.
• 4-11 will participate in the
Home Lawn and Farm Show at
the CFSB Center along with the
UK Cooperative Extension
Service. Come and find out
about the numerous opportunities through 4-H at the tyooth on
March 25-27.
• 4-H will have a booth at the
Character Counts Celebration
on March 26. at Calloway
County Midd!e School, from 911 a.m. Come and practice caring skills at the 4-H booth as
well as many other booths at the
Sidney King
celebration.
• Murray Elementary Tiger
Cloverbud Club will meet
Monday. March 28 at the
school. Donna Alexander and
Shelley Gillum are the leaders.
• Country 4-H Ham Project Special to the Ledger
I.he Department of Music at
Group will meet Monday.
State
Murray
University
March 28. at the Extension
Office from 4-5:30 p.m. to con- announces a guest artist recital
tinue the work on the basics of featuring faculty members from
speech writing. March 29, they the University of Louisville.
will travel to Broadbents to re- Double bassist Sidney King vs ill
salt their hams. Participants will
he joined by pianist Knsta
meet at JC Penney parking lot at Wallace-Boaz on Wednesday.
3:15 p.m. to travel to Eddy % ilk. March 23. at 7:30 p.m. in the
• Shooting Sports Camp par- Performing Arts Hall on the
ticipants are Kyle Mitchuson.
Tyler Underhill and Brandon
Bogard. Jeannie Underhill will
Special to the Ledger
be the chaperon at this exciting
Hayley Bell Smith. daughter
tour-day camp. March 30 to of Dr. Ste% e and
Elizabeth
April 2.
• The Murray Calloway 4-H
Robotics Team will travel to
competition March 30 to April 2
in Knoxville, Tenn.
The Calloway County 4-H
Program is a part of the
University of Kentucky. College
of Agriculture Cooperative
Extension
Service.
The
Calloway County 4-H Council
receives funding from the
County
Murray-Calloway
United Way.
Educational programs of the
Cooperative
Kentucky
Extension Service serve all people regardless of race, color.
age. sex, religion, disability or
national origin.
Hayley Smith

Datebook
Sara Teague
Community
editor

Krista Wallace-Boaz

Smith wins in state championship
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Carol Hill
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Bailey -Smith. Marion. Ill.. and
granddaughter of Gene and
Dortha Bailey of Murray.
recently competed with her JV
high school team and won the
Illinois State Championship at
the
Illinois
Team
Drill
Association state competition. A
freshman at Marion High
School, her team won in both
the kick and the poni-dance categories. This is the third consecutive year the team has won a
state championship. Smith was
also recently recognized as one
of the top dancers in Illinois and
received a "Rising Star Award."
given to individual dancers
selected by the judging panels
dunng the competitive season.
This year, only 148 young
women were recognized as outstanding dancers in Illinois.

7i/rill
Announcement

Wyatt Ronnie
King
Jarrod and All son King of
Mayfield. are the parents of a
son, Wyatt Ronnie King. born
Friday. March 18. 2011. at
Jackson Purchase Medical
Center.
The mother is the former
Allyson Story.
Maternal grandparents are
Debbie England and Ralph
Story, both of Murray. Parental
grandparents are the late ‘'icki
King and Ronnie King.
Maternal great-grandparents
are Bobby and Dean Wyatt of
Mayfield and J.R. and Evelyn
Story of Murray.

Walk for diabetes
to be held April 16
Musketeers
The
Murray
invites all Murray and Calloway
County residents and organizations to join their team in the
JDRF Walk to Cure Diabetes on
Saturday. April lb. at Noble
Park in Paducah.
Registration is at 1 p.m. and
the walk begins at 2:30 p.m. For
more information. contact Tyra
Gamble at tylee9501(ftaol.com.

lbo you or someone you know want to
become a Swim Instructor? Red Cros.s Water
Safety Instructor IWS1) Training will be
March 24-27. The 4-day training begins this
'Thursday from 5-9 p.m.: Friday from 5-9
p.m.: Saturday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.: and
Sunday from 1-8 p.m. Once certification is
obtained participants will be offered 5 weeks
of summer teaching opportunities. lb register, contact the Red Cross at 753-1421 or email Jwilson(Ocallowaycoredcross.org.

WKEC board will meet

Murray Elementary SBDM will meet
The Murray Elementary Site Base Decision Making Committee
will have a special-called meeting (executive session principal
selection) today. Tuesday. at 3 p.m. in the conference room of
Murray Elementary.

Family Resource board will meet
The Murray Family Resource Center Advisory Board will meet
Wednesday. March 23. at 12:30 p.m. in the West Conference Room
of the Murray Board of Education, 208 S. 13th Street. All interested parties are welcome to attend.

Knitting class to be Thursday
Free knitting classes, taught by Dot Allen and held at the Murray
Calloway Senior Citizens Center, 607 Poplar St.. will be Thursday.
March 24. at 12:30 p.m. Class is available to individuals aged 60
and older. Yam will be provided, but participants will need to bring
their own size 8 knitting needles. Sign up for classes by calling 753(1929.

LEPC-DES meeting Thursday
The Calloway County Local Emergency Planning Committee and
Disaster & Emergency Services organizations will meet Thursday.
March 24. at 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
Station I. 101 East Sycamore St.. Murray. The public is invited.
Questions may be directed to William Call. Calloway County
Emergency Management Director. 293-0()68.

Overeaters'Anonymous to meet
Overeaters' Anonymous. a I2-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems. meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield. For information.
call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday. Thursday and
Saturday from 8-9 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. All meetings
are open.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday. March 24. at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County
Public Library. For more infomiation. call Stephanie Cunningham
at 753-6646.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative is scheduled to be at the Calloway
County Public Library on Thursday. March 24. from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The representative will assist in filing claims. For more
information. call 753-2288.

'Sucker Punch'ride to be held
Gear Up Cycles will host Murray's First "Sucker Punch- Metric
Century Ride. Saturday. March 26. All pioceeds will go to support
the Murray State University Cycling Team. Download the registration form at www.gearupcycles.com or call Gear Up Cycles at 12701
761-2453 for more information.

Red Cross offers training
The Calloway County Chapter of the Amencan Red Cross will
hold a CPR/First Aid/AED for the Lay Rt!sponder course Saturday.
March 26. from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Fee required. For more information.
contact the Red Cross Offitx at 1sv ikon(a.callowaycoredcross.org:
or 751-1421.

Laker basketball banquet to be held
The basketball coaches and the Backboard Club of Calloway
County High School invite fans to a banquet dinner to celebrate the
2010-11 Boys Basketball Team on Monday. April II. at 6:30 p.m. in
the Murray Room of the (TSB ('enter. Cost is $12 per guest.
Ikadline for reservations is April I. For reservations, contact Lisa
Satterwhite at IsatterwhiteOt mymurray.com or (270) 293-7687.

Bank of Cadiz plans Chicago trip
The Bank of Cadiz Travel Club is heading to Chicago for their
next adventure on July 18-22. Those interested may stop by the
Murray otTice, 630 N. 12st Street and reserve a spot by April 22. For
more information, contact Jennifer Eidson at 127(1) 759-4852, or
visit bankolcadit.com.

Tater Day pageant to be held
The Little Mister and Miss later Day Pageant 2011 will he held
Saturday. March 26. at 11 a.m. in the Behton Middle School gymnasium. Age groups are: Girls 0-18 months. 19-35 months. 3-4
years. 5-7 years. 8-10 years. 11-13 years. and Boys 0-35 months.
For more information. contact Kern Cothran at 527-9370 or Kelly
Jones at 527-9624.

.< NEW
Spring Arrivals!

,
Hairport Beauty Salon s 0

Sizes
Infant-6X Girls
Infant-7 Boys

Cal! Iva or Carolfor an appointment Imlay.
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270-753-7455
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WKEC Board of Directors will meet
Wednesday. March 23. at the WKEC
Lonkrence Center in Eddyville. Meeting will begin at 9:3(1 a.m. and
should conclude by noon.

King and Wallace-Boaz
to present music recital
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Red Cross offers water
safety instructor training

campus of MSU.
Their program features original works written for double
bass and piano by living
American composers including
Kentucky native. Paul Rammer.
The recital is free and open to
the public. For more information, call the CHFA events line
at 1270r 809-ARTS.
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PURSE MAKING: 4-H members at Murray Middle School, led by Sherri Bazzell. recently
made handbags out of duct tape. Pictured, from left. are Morgan Jennings. Chloe Lovins.
Neely Gibson. Lydia Grogan and Mary Alex Anders.
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READING NIGHT: Southwest Calloway Elementary School third grade student Daniel Hart
stands with his family and displays the hardback book that he wrote and illustrated in his
Language Arts class during the school's -Popcorn. Pillows, and Pages' Family Reading Night.
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CCMS SCIENCE TEAM: The Calloway County Middle School Science Bowl team placed third
in the regional competition sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy. Team members pictured are, back row from left, Sam Morehead. Martin Mikulcik, Mark Tyler, Josh Betts and Erik
Mikulcik. Front row. Zach Rudolph and Scott Pile, team coaches.
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ASSEMBLY LINE: As part of a unit study, students in Thema Gibson's P3 class at Murray
Elementary School recently participated in an assembly line activity. Each student was responsible for handling a different task or Job duty in the bracelet factory. Students made 125
bracelets in 20 minutes. The finished products were loaded in boxes and -transported" to students in the other P3 classrooms.
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ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodefing,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding
Laminate
Floors
Repairs, workers comp
Insured
227-2617.

ciassifiedgeturravledger.com

INDEX
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the firs,insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
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58.25 First Day - 20 words or less' Over 20 words $50 each
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Aldridge
Mccuistor
Roofing, LLC. Licensee
and insured. Free esti.
mates. 293-4020 01
293-1924

ALL GREEN LAWI
CARE Local, Rellabls
and affordable Fre
estimates
270-293-7220
ALMO

ammo
VISA
ummour

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

5)0
SifIlffes Offered

COMPUTER
REPAIR
*Labor never
more than $50

060
Apartments For Rent
H°P Wanted

PUBLIC
AUCTION
AAA Mirestorage
Saturday 9:00
March 26
1504 Diuguid Dr.
Units 30. 50.
69, 80,
81, 83, 110

020
Notice

GET THIS IX!
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this,
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
[

060
Lost and Found

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST brown and white
dog with blue eyes..
Answers to rigger. Lost
March
151h
on
Yarborugh Rd. $100.00
REWARD', 436-5551
LOST: Larger tan/solver
male Yorkie Robertson
Rd.NViswell Rd. area.
Answers
to
Max.
Please call
270-293-44-47

Accepting background
and references for
mowing services. Send
into to P.O. box 1040 K
Murray, KY.
COMMUNITY Options,
Inc.. a national nonprofit dedicated to
empowering individuals wi developmental
disabilities is currently
seeking
Community
Support
Staff
in
Benton. KY. FT, PT and
Sub
opportunities
available ,
Responsibilities
include assisting w'
daily living skills & the
development of independent community living. administering medication and complete
the appropriate documentation, and accompanying inoividusl to &
from appointments
activities. H S diploma /
GED. a valid DL eie a
good driving record & a
clean background are a
must: EOE Please sub
mit
resume
to:
Carla . Spencer como
p.orp or fax to:
270-)06-2284

PECO
Accepting
- resumes
41 sales career,
& other posit:'
Send to
•
• P.O.Box 363'
Murray. K''
42071

1)1SCLAIN1ER
Vi hen
tiie
.1,1-Csoln.,

- help wanted- section
on our Classified.
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will he redirected
to johnetwork COM
By delault.
Murray and local 'oh
li.tings will appeal on
thi, %ebsile
iitiReSet. as a national
web-ate. not all listing.
km the tohnetwork coin
ar71 placed thiough
the Muria!, Ledge'
&
Please call
te. it ',oil Ilak i3 any
aue.tion,iegarding
the Murial. area
Joh listing.
you
ndustrial Electrician.
Must have a minimum
3 yrs industrial experience and rigid experience. call Ladd 877776-0888
JOIN the Jasmine's
Family' Now hiring
servers Apply in person 270-761-THAI
PT openings for housekeepers and ground
maintenance.
Weekends required
436-2345

WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean.
References.
978-3583
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
ServiceiSales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator. electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109
Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves.
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & m:nts sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

WANTED iunk car &
truck batteries Top
prices paid.
(270)759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale

Mediacom
Cable Television Job Opportunities
SERVICE TECHNICIAN - BENTON. KY to perform field technical work fur both cable teieve
Sion installation, high speed data networking.
including routers, for transmission or transport
of voice, multimedia or data. Responsibilities
include daily organization of service calls, customer relations, problem solving. maintenance
duties, and for turn-on of new distribution system. Must be able to climb poles with proper
equipment, ladders or other structures as needed. Lift and carry up to 70 lbs. use bucket truck
when required. Work within limited confines,
such as crawl spaces. On call duty required.
Requirements include six months Service as
Installer Technician or equivalent previous
experience. Valid drivers license; satisfactory
driving record. Knowledge of PC's. clientfserver architectures, bridges, local area networks,
wide area networks, and IP networks are highly
desired. Ability to operate all tools and equipment in a safe and responsible manner. Good
written and oral communication skills, Ability to
work in all weather conditions and at various
heights. Ability to work flexible work hours,
including evenings, weekends, holidays and
overtime as required. Must have High Schou'
Diploma or GED.

CAREERS.MEDIACOMCC.COM
Equal Opportunity Employer

Mediacorn

Cable Television Job Opportunities

Mediacom is seeking an INSTALLER to install
cable services within the Marshall. Calloway
and Trigg County areas. Responsibilities will
include Installation. Troubleshooting service
problems, maintenance and selling and promoting broadband services. Truck & tools provided. The successful applicant will possess a
strong technical aptitude, physical ability to lift
up to 75 pounds, and the ability to work in all
weather conditions. A satisfactory driving
record is required. Mediacom offers a competitive wage in addition to a comprehensive benefit package. High school diploma or equivalent
and strong communication skills are essential
for success.

MOVING Sale
Old Hewlett Packard
computer (like new),
printer, dresser, stuffed
animals, high chair
direct satellite dish
sturdy metal futon
bulk/day bed combo
Call 227-8721 after
4pm if interested

I BR & 2BR Apr,
270-753-855e
IDD I-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
1:t £5001 .pport.-0,

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Ares
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
Very nice 2BR in quiet
area with outside storage and all appliances
Available now,
270-759-5885 Of
270-293-7085

2 BR houses Available
Various
locations
Coleman RE. 7539898
2BR, 1BA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4826
3BR. 1.5BA, garage &
workshop, stove, dishwasher,
no
pets
Murray 270-753-0259

Gartand'Rentals. Inc. has pow acquired
G & W Storage located at Junction of
Hwy 94 & Hwy. 280. For your boat and .
mini storage needs, -please call

Storage Rentals

Mediacom is an Equal Opportunity Employer

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is
currently accepting applications for the
following position. RN Full-Time. We offer
competitive wages and an excellent benefit

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

package Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky Apply in person at Lake Way
Nursing & Rehab Center 2607 Main Street
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APiPUANCILS

wunt-sagest
605 E Sou1h/710r

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

Private Country
Mc:011e Home
LOi. 3 mile
North of Murray.
•

Oak 7.59-1204
after 7 00pm

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS

403 Chestnut St.
Guitar Piano. Drums
Voice & More,
Aduts Welcome'
Also, cl.) & Sound
We Train Youth
Baeds,

(270)978-1961

2007 Cavalier 16x80
38R, 26A. vinyl siding,
nice 270-489-2525

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

3BR No Pets
293 6116

48 hours or fuse

270-753-2905 our office is located at

Business Center. *Visit our other ,location's at 1900 N. 12th MBC. Storage'
Or 641 North Murray Store & Lock.

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custom
in
Brick
home
Boort:rest Subdivision
Hardwood
Floors.
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
ight Approx. 1800 SF
Living Call for your
private showing
.70-753-2905
House with tobacco
Darn, shop and 29.6
acres On Erwin Rd
7mi SW of Murray Call
753-1578 or 293-2971
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.

lox 10 and lox 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 hl. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

1995 F150 XLT Lariat,
reg cab. 98,000 miles-1
Whiteowner-local.
condition
excellent
$6,500. 753-6775 after
1 p.m.
1999 Ford F150 Lariat,
reg cab. 117,000-1
owner-local.
Whiteexcellent
condition.
$7.800.00. 753-6775

'BG Real Property
Professionals

293-7872

520
Boats & Motors

L14ft__ Crappie.

1998 17' Stratos boat
weranor. 1998 Johnson
115HP motor, shed
kept. $6,500.00
270-436-2689
530
Services Offered

REDUCED 2.5 story
house on 7 acres with
barn With picturesque
view. East of town.
Make offer. 293-7252.

800 Coldwater Road, 2
Bay Shop and office
high
and parking in
traffic
area
$1,500.00/Mo
270-753-3153
RETAIL Store in Hazel.
+I-.
SF
5000
$1000.00/month
270-492-8211

Lake Property
BRAND NEW
Lake Vacation HOme
On 1.71 AC- $97.500
includes FREE
Boat Slips
Gorgeous new designer- ready 1952 sqft
lake home in spectacular park-like setting
near lake. Must see,
Only one. Call now 1800-704-3154, x 3648
www kylakesale com

Pets & Supplies
2 Tennessee Walking
horses. 1 mare. 1 Filly.
Best offer.
270-978-7441
CORGI puppies, 6
wks registered, shots
$350.(270) 205-5784.
DOG Obedience
(2701436-2858
Livestock & Supplies
HAY
For Sale
Square Bales Only
Call 270-753-8848
before 8 00pm
Futrell Farms

Dr.
1414
Oakhill
Campbell
Estates.
145x1758, perfect for
walkout
basement
270-759-5469 or
270-978-0876
3 LOTS on Story Ave.
next to Days Inn and
behind
Save-A-Lot.
Includes 15x40 metal
bldg. and 1996 Allegro
30ft RV, loaded. 60k
miles. well maintained.
$99.000.00 Call 270
293-4676
MOTIVATED seller has
5 acre lot for sale within city limits. Southwest
Area, 865-525-3181.

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR, price reduced
locations.
various
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR 2 full bath euplex
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
furnished
water
$600rmonth. no pets
753-2225
4BR. CI-4/A all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today
appointment
270-753-2905

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
(armor of 121 ".4. 4.kndotr,
IOXIO $25 10s15$44)
12781436-2524
12701 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•;nside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

4BR brick 2.790 sqft
$95,000
*3BR brick, 85.000
1st Ky Realty
murrayrealestateforsale corn
%Ions. I iraisirr Fs inn, I aif
I IiiirsinK
Oh,

rtsszell
You
can count on the
most experienced
in West Ky.

h011andMotOrsaleS cOM
270-753-4461

403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728
2003 Ford Windsta
LX. Loaded, luggage
rack. tinted glass, cloth
interior,
seats
7.
111.000+ miles. A
sking $4,990.00 O.B.O.
270-293-3228 Or
270-227-5740

06 Dodge 2500 diese
404 Laramie package
Leather, power every
thing, and automatic
Sharp excellent truck
132k
miles
$22,500 00 436-5508
293-5507

Since 1986
Res.. Corn., & Ind.
Licenscd & Insured
All I
big or small

753-956
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
iunk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8, PARTS
12701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

4;x- into
Savings!

4,700 sqft building with
entrance
front/rear
Halt block W of court
square on Main St
270-293-6692 or
270-293-7952

115 Acres - more or
ess - on West State
Line Rd. 71-TN remainder in KY Road access
and GREAT woods for
hunting Some building
sites. 731-498-6117 or
270-227-2301

subscribe to the

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 mo.
$30.00
$35.00
6 mo.
$55.00 3 mo.
$63.00
1 yr.
$105.00 6 mo.
I yr.
$110.00
Rest of KvrrN
3 mo
6 mo
I yr
I Cheek

2BR, IBA on 5 acres.
East of Kirksey. call
I
753-2515
I
3BR, 3BA Brick home
Springs I
Saratoga
$287.000
270-753-2135
1

Commerical Prop For Renti

2.100 SqFt 3 office
spaces. 1.000
storeroom. 1 block
West of court square.
753-8964

Acreage

2009 Brick Home,
2,100 SO FT 3BR,
2BA, 1 Acre & Double
Garage. Sun-Room,
Scenic Hilltop, private.
V2Mile to Murray City
Water & Gas. By
Owner $149.000.
270-519-8570

FOR Sale Nice dupes
in Northwood $90,000
270-293-1446

NEW Listing
3BR. 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

I

YOUR AD
COULD HE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75:410
A MONTH ,
CALL 7531916-

HOLLAND:
MOTOR S We Finance

$70,541
$90.00
$120.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.06
6 mo.
$96.00
1 yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

MJC

Name
St. Address_
•
City
State

Zip
•
Daytime Ph. . .
•
Mail this coupon with payownt to
1
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Bus 1o4o
Murray, KY 42071
or call (2701753A91rt
I.

ANDRUS Excavatint
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, ant
track
hoe
work
Installation and repel
on septic systems
Now offering septii
tank pumping Maio
credit cards accepted
978-0404

Farm
Natio
Special to the

91/2
Johnson Trolling motor,
fish finder, drive on
trailer, Great shape
$1.600.00. 436-2744

73-2905
Commerical Prop, For Rent

(270)978-7890

(270) 705-17116

c.11

& depp9i..
required

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

*Repair in

5.89 Act.,Mostly Wooded City Water
Underground Utilti1es Sub-dividable (up to 7 lots
Narrow Gale Subdivision off Coles Campground
Oeed Restricted $45,000

4900 N. 12th St, Stite Ain the Murray

Apply at careers.mediacomcc.com

32' RCA. three years
old $75 Maytag dryer,
works great $75
293-3109

Matching playpen (with
changing table feature)
and high chair Brown
and pink pattern. Like
new because of a very
spoiled baby. $120.00
o.b.o. 978-7008 leave
message

1505 Diuguid Dri‘e

1BR Lease & Deposit
No Pets, 270-753
0728, 270-994-3308

Applications will be accepted
until position is filled

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electribity
• Climate Control

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view, Wir),
refrigerator.
stove
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit,
270-492-8211

Mediacom has an excellent benefit package
QUALIFIED CANDIDATES MAY APPLY AT

(270)7511713

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has great bargains at
Trends-N -Treasures
Kids Welcome' Buy
and appraise coins
270-753-4161

ilore your +tar

1st Full Mo. Rent Free

Hwy 641 S Benton. KY 42025 E0E/AAE NO
want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

1

LOT FOR SALE
)/ee/ coin f'Mh ere to
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t
Semis Offered
ADAMS Home
improvement
Additions. Remodeling,
-.looting. Vinyl Siding
_aminate
Floors
Repairs, workers comp
Insured
227-2617
Aldridge
Mccuiston
Roofing. LLC. Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 293-4020 or
293-1924

7.

37

ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE Local. Reliable
and affordable Free
estimates
?93 7720

"IR AV IS
Ii'mg. stalioaiin12
Itaidina
,
II
I It %X 1,

2711-753-2279
D.U.
LANDSCAPING
•Mowing Service
•Mulch
•Lic. fertilization
•Sweeping Service

'lots
ound

Til

Lariat.
niles-1
Nhitedition
5 after

Lariat
,000-1
Nhitedamn
7'75

-Labor never
more than $50
*Repair in
48 hours or the

(270)978-7890
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
i)ozer, back hoe, and
work
track
hoe
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
,redit cards accepted
378-0404

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

270-748-8970

r Continuous Gutters

LEARN TO FLY

Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

in Murray

Professional Flight
ALMO
COMPUTER
REPAIR

Handyman Work

Instruction

*Flight Review
•Discovery Flight
(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
FRAME'S TREE SERVICE & •
,
DEBRIS REMOVAL
*24.Hour
,nerc.rerity Sprlift
•Ldealy-tiwned
• r enied illii$tiro •
Ron Ftame.
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474 0323
CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care 8yrs exp.
293-3814

Owner,
Gieg Mansfield
12701 293-8480
Garden Time
We do tiling, mowing
and dirt work All types
of work Call
270-705-8250

\

\(.I \II \

• weekh & pei.ial pickups
• locall) ov.nedioperated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
mowed
Lawns
Experienced
Reasonable Only taking 8-10 yards Free
astimates Ken Bucy
753-2643 befor 10p m

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING

Odd Jobs. Repairs
Home, Auto
Carpirtry.
Mobile Weiding.
ircis,:trim. /hotpot;&
Much More
.:Jib Tory Srmill
No

L&M
LAWN SERVICE

Fiat! ktirnates
'
F u 1e-Sfun1PrEternmit,
Cc:ir -701.Z93-44ik

Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping
' Leaf Vacuuming
fee.
Satisfaction g

753-1816 727-061

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

HORSE BOARDING
*Stall or pasture
•Includm, rr.1
270-293-7314
270-2134315

'71
Is

n the
red
Trail

8

:ric

OH 1)

72

2

7
2

8
7 2 5
4

1
4

1
98

Tree
YEARRY S
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562 227 0267

Free E‘slimatqs
• Lic. &Ins
270-703-1021
270-703.4005

Johtiny(Yaryan

PRESERVE YOUR
MEMORIES

Iron) within. You started a new
luck cycle in January. which will
go for II years. Know what to
let go of. If you are single. possibilities surround you. Opt for
the person who is different and
exotic. If you are attached, a
long-dreamt-of trip could define
your relationship. SAGITTARIUS won't smother you but
cares.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Da3 You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-As erage, 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

.043
.00
.00

ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
**** Finish up any key dismorning
cussions in the
Schedule meetings in the p m.
You also might decide you need
another source, opinion and/or
more facts Do some research,
but nothing replaces a true
expert Tonight. Follow the
music

.00
.00

—
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•Transter cassette
tapes to CD
•VHS, VHS-C. HI8,
and MiniDV
tapes to DVD

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve

Chris Adorns

(270)227-3779

Please No Phone Calls

roclen transhwilyabotorcom

Western
a
SiarGaze.
Kentucky clean energy company and a 2010 PEAK Award
A client of Murray State
winner. was nominated by
University's Regional Business
Murray State's RBIC. It
and Innovation Center (RBIC).
received support from commuStarGaze Energy ISGE). has nity organizations and area unireceived the 2011 Blue Ribbon versities.
Small Business Award from the
Loretta Daniel, director of
United States Chamber of
the RB1C. said, "The RBIC has
Commerce.
worked with the StarGaze
The award, sponsored by Energy team since 2009. They
Sam's Club, is designed to have worked diligently to develhonor the nation's job creators op their technology and build
and recognize their significant their business. This prestigious
contributions of drivers to eco- award is well deserved.nomic growth. The award will
Rodger Carroll. SGE cobe presented in May at founder and operations officer.
America's Small Business said."We are honored to be chosen for this prestigious award
Summit in Washington, D.C.

and the national recognition it
provides. The company is
striving daily to be the solution
for clean energy technologies.StarGaze Energy specializes
in solar technologies and has
gained momentum in the industry by lowering costs associated
with clean energy investments.
utilized
company
The
American-made products as its
system solutions to foster
domestic economic development. while decreasing dependencies on foreign energy
resources.
For more information. contact Beth Ward of the RBI(' at
(270) 809-6074.

Rising lake levels impact areas of LBL
Photo provided

Sharon Furches, Calloway County Farm Bureau vice president, presents this years' agriculture book to Shelia Cooper,
first-grade teacher at Southwest Elementary.
economy, accounting for more
than $42 billion in annual economic activity plus more than
270.(X) jobs, according to a
University of Kentucky survey.
"The commitment, hard
work and innovation of our
farmers provide us with a stable
supply of high quality, afford-

able food.- said Kentucky Farm
Bureau President Mark Haney.
"National Agriculture Week is
an excellent opportunity for all
Americans to learn more about
the fanners who contribute so
much to our nation's prosperity
and quality of life.-

Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND. Ky.. Rising lake levels have created
flood conditions and caused the
staff at Land Between The
National
(LBL I
Lakes
Recreation Area to close or
restrict certain roads, trails, and
campsites. The lake level for
Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley is currently at 362'
tsununer pool is 359') and was
predicted to crest on Saturday at
363.5'. Visitors should um: cau-

tion on all roads and lakeside should be avoided whenever
areas in LBL due to possible possible. Camping will he limitflooding front rising lake levels.
Some trails, roads and lake ed and some trails closed due to
access areas that are prone to high water.
flooding or danger from rising
People considering a visit to
lake levels have been closed.
who
are encouraged to visit the
LBL
LBL stall warns visitors
use the trails. roads, camping Alerts & Notices page on the
areas and boat ramps to be
extremely cautious. In addition, website at www.lblorg or to
everyone is urged to use caution "Call Before You Haul.- at
when crossing creeks. streams
(270) 924-2(XK). for current
or any areas with standing or
flowing water. These areas information and details.

by Jacqueline Bigar
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Complete errands and
anything else you feel must be
done. By the afternoon, people
seem to find you for different
reasons, providing too much, but
welcome, distraction. Go with
the moment if possible: some
opportunities will never present
themselves again. Tonight: A
midweek break
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
**** Your creativity surges.
and you see life from a different
perspective moment to moment
this morning. You suddenly
understand the depth and perception of people and their
actions. Use the afternoon to
explore an unusual insight_
Tonight: Think (or dream) ."

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Stay put and try to
understand what is happening
beyond the obvious. As you get
a better sense of others who
directly impact you. you will
know what the correct decision
is. Open up an issue for discus-

sion. You could be amazed by
what you hear. Tonight: Let your
hair down.

Use care with your finances.
especially around someone who
is glib. Tonight. Pay bills first

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You have a way of stating situations so that others stop
and listen. They simply don t see

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** In the morning, rather

situations in the same way as
you do. Open up to new
thoughts and consider them seriously_ You might even want to try
out a suggestion Tonight! Happy
at home.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Stay in touch with realistic spending. In the long run, that
is the only way to go. A discussion takes you into a new realm.
another
see
you
where
approach. Brainstorm away
Break past self-imposed restrictions Tonight: In the thick of
things.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Yes, you are on a roll
and difficult to stop You wonder
what is too much and what is not
enough. Look at the end results,
and you will be able to Judge.

Foremost. For Y
a
404-

than beating yourself up for not
doing this or that. honor the fact
that you are lust warming up By
the afternoon, you are going full
throttle, finding it difficult to stop
Utilize that energy for what you
wanted to accomplish this a.m.
Tonight Say "yes' to living.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** A planned path to a goal
changes in a meeting. You see
other dimensions open up and
wonder what is the right decision If you are not 100 percent
sure of yourself, choose to wait.
More information will come forth
III the next few days. Tonight
Get some much-needed R and

A.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You barely have time
for anything, as so much happens at such a rapid pace You

And the road

yOa ttr(Wei
—

realize that perhaps another
approach could be viable. A
brainstorming session in the
afternoon could prove to be
Tonight:
fruitful.
unusually
Respond to your growing popularity'

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might wake up in
never-never land and decide you
don't want to leave. Indulge a little in the morning, and allow your
fantasies to run their full course.
Life demands your presence by
the afternoon. Your enriched
morning gives an extra zing to

whate.ta
on it being late

yf t

BORN TODAY
R&B singer Chaka Khan (19531
actress Joan Crawford (1905)
psychologist philosopher Erich
Fromm 11900)
***
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.

(c) 2011 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

In
order
to be your
best, you
need to feel
your best
at

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You might not like everything that you see in the morning Assume you are seeing a
play that is perhaps not based in
reality, and a lot of theatrics go
along with it By the afternoon.
discussions become possible
with more of a reality orier.tation
Tonight Make togetherness the
theme
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Free Pallets

By Bob McGaughey
MSU Public Relations

inged Kentuckians to learn
more about farmers and how

tions. A natural optimism flows
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MSU's Regional Business and
Innovation Center client receives award

Special to the Ledger
Bureau
!..itin
kcitiii k

BIRTHDAY for
HAPP1
‘Vednesday, March 23, 2011:
['his year. you alternate between
being overly serious and playful.
You can be insightful and deep
in practical conversations, but
also your imagination can and
will often spin into the
unknown. Keep communication
clear, as often confusion surrounds meetings, time and inten-

1
2
5
4
8
7
3
9
6

**

6 DEBRIS
. • Locally.owried•
and operated,.

Over 25 years Cali
Don. Murray area
519-8570

4
3
8
6
9
2
1
7
5

3

0'BRYAN TREE

Simmcn s Handvr
& Carpentry Ser4i, -

6
7
9
3
5
1
4
8
2

6
8

7

7

Answer to previous puzzle

5
9

3

(270)759-0501

Farm Bureau recognizes
National Agriculture Week
(arming contributes to the
nation's prosperity as National
Agriculture Week was observed
March 13-19. This annual
recognition of farmers and
agribusinesses is aimed at drawing attention to how America's
food system improves the quality of life for everyone.
Locally. Calloway County
Farm Bureau provided the
book, "Seed, Soil, Sun - Earth's
Recipe for Food- to Southwest.
North, East and Murray
ElementarY'‘ schools. The book
carries the American Farm
Bureau Accurate Agriculture
Book recommendation and was
read to area classrooms at the
presentations.
Although the number of
farms has steadily declined over
the years, agricultural production continues to meet the needs
of Americans, as well as many
consumers abroad. An estimated 30 percent of U.S. farm proexported.
is
Juction
Agriculture. in fact, is one of
the few industries with a positive balance of trade, according
to government statistics.
Agriculture also is one of the
leading sectors of Kentucky's

It

6

- ,-Seal coating &
stnping
40 yr, ,xperm•

clean
Houses to
Charge by hour or lob
270-328-8294 or
270-376-2741
I will clean your house
or
business
rates
Reasonable
References.
270-804-8153
ML Garage Doors
repair.
Installation
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357

-rice Liver and r,r_r
I the ,111f..,ry
t11,1'
number only once The idficulty
;Oho., r- ontarns the
rr ' • eotts Sucloku ,ncreases eorn Monday to Sunday

3)

;Asphalt Instaliatrpn

1
ts-

91/2
motor,
is on
shape
744
5 boat
ihnson
shed

9

References
(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

4990,

"

Concepts SudoKu

$$ We will save
YOU money $$
Free Estimates

270-976-0278
,..JMETOWN
TREE SERVEt
.
titiO41
4.18sPai,••

SUDOKU

WILLIS INSURANCE, INC
270 753 8485

FOREMOST
1,45,1,1•N: I :11,1,,,p

vormst or

..iee Petri

,
(leo

colisstio
-

loorrao

ri)r.110,fro5lOpt.103

wn

xi.

ciiii5f•RACCTIC
/ape
gigfw.4"!
heduit your uppninunivrt today with Dr. Scott foster
to-discover how Chiropractic Care cog help vote
• 1710D HIGHWAY 121 NORTH / 75.3-6100
www,CALLOWAYCOUNTYCHIROPRACT1C.cQm

COMICS / FEATURES
Wife's choice of dinner date
is hard for man to swallow

S • Tuesday. March 22. 2011

Looking Back
Ten years ago
East Elementary, North Elementary and Calloway Cooley
Middle in Calloway County: and
Murray Elementary and Murray
Middle in Murray City Schools
will he getting a total of 5180.941
In combined reward funding for
solid education perfonmuice.
According to statistics released
by the U.S. Census Bureau. Murray 's population is 14.950. a 3.5
percent increase over the 14,439
population count registered during the 1990 census.
Murray native Molly Sims is
featured in the current issue of
Murray Life magazine.
Twenty years ago
Thursdays performance of the
U.S. Navy Band at Lovett Auditorium featured participation by
two Murray State University graduates: Musician First Class R.
Scott Alexander of McKenzie.
Tenn.. and Musician First Class
Russell V Gross. Jr. of Radcliff.
An apparent fire in an electemporarily
transformer
tric
knocked out power at Safeguard
America Thursday. according to
a report from the Murray Fire
Department.
Tiger award winners from the
Murray High School basketball
banquet were Bart Crum. Willis
Cheaney. Allen Rayourn. Jason
Joseph. Mike Foster. Heath Walls
and Mark Simmons.
Thirty years ago
Murray fireman battled a fire
at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house.
1400 Main St.. late Saturday afternoon. The fraternity house was
engulfed w hen firemen arrived
on the scene. The fire, which
started at the attic of the twohouse. totally
frame
story
destroyed the house.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Allbritten.
The Murray High Junior Varsity Cheerleaders were runner-up
in KAPOS Regional Girls Varsity Cheerleading competition held

at Reidland High School recent
ly.
DEAR ABB1: My job requires
Forty ytars ago
me to tras.el out of town severElected as officers of the Mural nights a week, leaving my wife
ray Chamber of Commerce were
home alone. She recently invited
E.J. Haverstock. Ed Chrisman.
mutual
a
Thomas
Bruce
and
Fenton
Ed
(male) friend
BowRobert
are
New directors
out for dinner
den, James E. Garrison and John
my
during
Trotter.
absence. He's
Sarah Ross. seventh grade stuthe other half
dent at Murray High School. was
of a couple we
socialize with
grand prize winner of a $25 savfrequently.
ing bond in the theme contest
(His wife was
by the Calloway County Drug
also out of
Council
t, min.)
Dr. Harry Sparks president of
I told her
Murray State University, spoke
I was uncomBy Abigail
at the joint meeting of the four
fortable with
Van Buren
adult farmer classes, taught by
I don't
it
W.H. Brooks. held last night at
think married men and women
Captain's Kitchen
should go out alone with memFifty years ago
bers of the opposite sex. She
Recently reported births include
maintains that it wasn't a "date,"
Hilton
Mrs.
Mr.
and
to
a boy
that she was just having a meal
Mrs.
and
Mr
to
Williams: a boy
with a friend.
Larry Cunningham: a boy to Mr.
I value your opinion and would
and Mrs. Morris Dunn: a girl to
like to know how you feel about
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Thomas; a
this. Did I overreact' Is it appioboy to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gerprime for a married woman to go
ald Cohoon: and a boy to Mr. out for a meal alone with a man
other than her husband? -- FEELand Mrs. Harold Long.
ING CHEATED ON IN ILLIThe Calloway County ConserNOIS
vation Club has purchased 433
DEAR FEELING CHEATED
quail to be released in the counON: With some couples this
ty to build up the quail producwouldn't be an issue. However, how
tion. The members met at the
I feel about it is not as imporErnest Bailey farm for the quail
tant as how YOU feel about it.
distribution.
If you have explained your feelSixty years ago
ings to your wife and she knows
Recently reported birth!,include
it made you uncomfortable -- innoa girl to Pat And Pete Wallis; a
cent as it was -- then it shouldSmith,
T.
Leon
Mrs.
and
boy to Mr.
n't be repeated. I can't help but
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
wonder how she would react if
D. Geurin.
you told her you had run into
McKeel won the Dr. Hugh
the man's wife on one of your
business trips and the two of you
Houston trophy given each year
had had dinner together -- ,and
to a Murray High School basplan to do so again in the future.
ketball player with the best free
throw average. Teddy Lash was
DEAR ABBY: Whenever my
selected by his teammates as the
father conies into my room to
most valuable player on the team.
wake me up. he opens the shutThe Rev. Rudolph Noel will
ters on my windows. After spendbe the guest speaker at the revival
ing hours in a dark room, the
at the Ledbetter Baptist Church.
bright light hurts my eyes.

I have talked to him about it
several times, but usually find
myself apologizing for being overly sensitive about the matter.
Abby. even when he has promised not to, he still does it Is
there anything I can do to make
him stop? -- SENSITIVE EYES
IN RICHMOND. VA
DEAR SENSITIVE EYES:
Yes, there is Take responsibility
for waking yourself up by getting an alarm clock so you no
longer need your father's "help
DEAR ABBY: My husband's
sister is being married in a few
months. The wedding is in her
hometown, which is more than
1.400 miles from where we live.
My husband and 1 have three
small children
Taking our entire family and
etaying for three or four days will
cost almost 53,000. Two of the
children would not be able to attend
the ceremony without causing a
disruption, due to naps. feeding.
etc. In spite of the financial burden and the fact that it will he
a difficult trip for the children.
the bridedo-he is demanding that
ell of us be there.
Abby. are we obligated to make
this trip, or would it be acceptable for only my husband to attend?
If he goes alone, he will have
time with his sister and the rest
of the family. whom he does not
get to sec very often. We want
to do the right thing. hut the reality is that taking our family of
five would be difficult and stressful for everyone. -- AN.
IN OHIO
DEAR ANXIOUS: Your husband needs to assert himself and
talk some sense into his 'aster.
While it is wonderful that she
would like to have all of you at
her wedding. an invitation is a
request -- not a summons If being
there with the children would be
stressful financially, logistically
and emotionally. you are nght to
stay home.

Dear Abby

444044

hydroelectnc dam in Washington
By The Associated Press
-roday is Tuesday. March 22. state went into operation.
In 1958, movie producer Mike
the 81st day of 2011 There are
Todd. the husband of actress Eliz284 days left in the year.
abeth Taylor, and three other peoToday's Highlight in History:
In 1933. during Prohibition, ple were killed in the crash of
President Franklin D. Roosevelt Todd's private plane near Grants,
signed a measure to make wine N.M.
In 1978. Karl Wallenda. the
and beer containing up to 3.2 per73-year-old patriarch of -The Flycent alcohol legal
ing Wallendas- high-wire act.,,foil
On this date:
In 1820: U.S. naval hero to his death while attenipting "to
walk a cable strung between two
Stephen Decatur was killed in a
duel with Commodore James Bar- hotel towers in San Juan, Puerto
Rico.
ron near Washington. D.C.
In 1991. high school instrucIn 1941. the Grand Coulee

tor Pamela Smart, accused of
recruiting her teenage lover and
his friends to kill her husband,
Gregory, was convicted in Exeter.
N.H.. of niurder-conspiracy and
being an accomplice to murder
and was sentenced to life in prison
without parole.
Ten years ago: An Ili-year-old
student opened' fire at Granite
o Hills High Sehool in El Cajon.
*Valli. wounding three classmates
and two teachers before he was
shot by a police officer. (Jason
Hoffman later hanged himself in
jail
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Doctors fail to fully explain
blood disorder
eiythropmenn , kidney hormone
that stimuldle, I tic de,,elopmeni
of red blood cells in bone marrow) and oxygen lec els lower than
the normal range found in healthy
pemiple
Treatment may include medications to suppress his bone marrow's ability to produce those blood
cells, the use of low -dose aspirin,
drawing off blood to reduce his
blood volume and the number of
blood cells he has (phlebotomyc
and a recommendation hy
physician OF hematologist to,
antihistamine. H2 receptor hi sk
er or ultraviolet-light treatment to
reduce any itching he may exp.:nence as 4 side effect of the poly
cyt hernia.
He should avoid temperature
extremes and the use of tobacco,
exercise as much as his physician allows and be sure to watch
for skin ulcers. particularly of the
hands and feet. which can result
from poor circulation.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a
low pulse_ What are the causes
and the cure'
DEAR READER: The normal
heart beats between (v0 and 100
times per minute when at rest.
Lower rates in young people and
athletes can be an indication of
being physically fit through a
training regimen. Other causes of
bradycardia ta low pulse) are attributed to coronary-artery disease.
hypothyroidism. an electrolyte
imbalance, the use of some medications, such as those taken for
hypertension. or. rarely. endocartlitis or infection.
Treatment depends on the cause.
Without symptoms, your physician may choose to monitor you.
If medication is invailved, he or
she may switch you to another
brand if there is damage to your
heart's electrical system. pacemaker insertion may' he approproe•
•,,
On the home front, limit
alcohol intake, discontinue smoking, eat a low-selt, healthful diet.
and exercise as much as your physician allows of recommends.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My huo
hand has been diagnosed with poly'
cythernia sera He produces too
many red blood cells Tell me
what to expect in your expert
opinion. Our doctors don't tell us
too much. except ,hat he should
he OK
DEAR
READER
POlyeytherIlla
Is a
Vera
blood disorder in which
bone marrow
produces too
red
many
blood cells. In
some cases, it
also
may
an
cause
overproducBy
tion of white
Dr. Peter Gott blood cells
and platelets. Whatever the reason, an excess of red blood cells
causes the blood to thicken. Your
husband may have had the condition for a number of years without ever knowing it. It's likely
he either finally developed symptoms or had laboratory work performed for another reason or as
part of a routine annual examination. As the disorder progresses, patients develop symptoms and
may experience headaches, fatigue.
dizziness, shortness of breath, tingling of the extremities and more.
Blood is composed of three
types of cells and a liquid known
as plasma. The cells are erythrocytes. (red blood cells) that carry
oxygen throughout the body, white
blood cells that fight infection
and platelets that help the blood
to clot. Under ordinary circumstances, the body iegulates blood
cells and the ratio of each type
within the body: however, in cases
such as your husband's, that control becomes impaired, and his
bone marrow is producing an
abnormal amount of specific cells.
His blood test likely revealed
an elevated level of hemoglobin
and hematoctit, a low level of

Dr. Gott

www.murrayled

CALIPARI'S
(
By WILL GRAM
AP Sports Writ
Kentucky
coact
Caliph kept saying 4
he liked his team. H
when the Wildcats
through a miserable I
on the road in the Sot
Conference. He reit,
when his freshmen-lac
lost six straight close g
So when Kentuck:
through late-January

FRESH AIR! &ET YER
FRESH AIR HERE!

iS NOTHING
SACRED"

DISPOSING
OF DRUGS
Dear
Heloise: What
do I do with
l'RESCRIPI ION MEDICINES that
are expired?
Do I just toss
. jAem..rn the
trash can or
flush them? I have found several
bottles of medicine that are outdated and need to be disposed of
some way. -- Franklin D.. via entail
Stop -- don't just toss or flush
them! Here's the update: Do NOT
flush unless the labeling says that
it's OK. Don't know if your meds
can be flushed? Visit the FDA
Wood and Drug Administration)
website and type into the search
box: "disposing of expired medicine," or call your pharmacy for
suggestions.
Some cities may have a dropoff location for expired medications. Call your trash or recycling
company or city hall to see if it
has this service in your community.
Here's how to dispose of expired
ineds (if you must! in your household garbage. according to the
•. 'sal Drug Control

by
Heloise
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Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise. P0. Bat
795000, San Antonio. TX 7S.7795000, or .vou can firs it to I
HELOISE or e-mail it to
Heloeseatdieloise.com. I can't
answer your leiter personally but
aill IIle the hest hints received
in ms column.
102011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Set eyes on
Corn holder
Lumberjack's tool
Earl Grey, for one
— Angeles
Saloon order
Checkers side

33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Experience over
Morose
Incongruous
Connector for a plow team
Insect guide sight
Horn output
Tankard fill
Walrus feature
Crime doer. in slang
Sidewalk stuff
Before today
Disfigure
Hauler's unit
Where trapeze artists meet
Pooch
Egg setting
Cooks in the microwave
French film award
Insect guide sight
Plow team
Red-and-black bird
Thrash
Stiffened
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ONLY NE BRAVEST
AND MOST DEDICAIED
PILOT WOULD FLY IN
WEATHER LIKE THIS

POWER ON OR OFF
Dear Heloise: I live in an area
that experiences frequent thunderstorms, and therefore occasional

power outages. When I go on
vacation. I place four or five ice
cubes in a dish in the freezer.
When I return, if the ice cubes
have evolved into a pond of ice
in the dish. I know the power
was off for several hours, and
that I should be leery of anything
in the freezer/refrigerator. -- A.P.
in Texas
MICROWAVE
TURNTABLE
Dear Heloise: Recently, I had
to replace my microwave oven. I
kept the turntable and the ring
wheel, not knowing what I'm keeping it for,
While watching TV in the bedroom, I thought ol the turntable
I'd stored. The TV sat perfectly
on it. Now I can turn it when
watching from bed or in the recliner without picking it up to turn
it. -- Helen LaFollette, Capon
Bridge, W Va.
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AS HE 5E771E5 INTO
THE COCKPIT OF HIS
60PW110 CAMEL HE
51)RYEY5 THE DARKENING
SKY LI6I4TNI56 FLASKS
IN THE EAST

Policy Remove the drugs from
the containers, then combine the
drugs with used coffee grounds
or used cat litter. Pour the mixture into a plastic container with
a lid and place in the garbage.
Heloise Hint: Any gloppy, nonedible substance should do the trick.
This has become a major problem worldwide, so please take the
time to follow the above steps. - Heloise
WEDDING ETIQUETTE
Dear Heloise: I have a niece
getting married soon. Just curious: When giving money, what is
an average amount for a family
of four attending the reception? - Yvonne. via e-mail
Yvonne, this is a good question. and one many people wonder about. There is no set amount
that each person is "expected" to
give. This is not a "pay for' event.
Give what you are comfortable
with, what you can afford, and
enjoy the celebration! -- Heloise
PS.: If you are on a tight
budget and really have no spare
cash to give, a gift front the heart
is always in good taste. Also, your
presence is what is meaningful,
not the presents you give.

Crosswords
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KENTUCKY BASKETBALL

Wildcats maturing quickly
in postseason play
CALIPARI'S FAITH IN YOUNGSTLRS
PAVING OFF IN TOURNAMENT
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
Kentucky
coach
John
Calipari kept saying all season
he liked his team. He said it
when the Wildcats suffered
through a miserable 1-7 record
on the road in the Southeastern
Conference. He reiterated it
when his freshmen-laden roster
lost six straight close games.
So when Kentucky limped
through late-January and early

Ii
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iii

February. he didn't panic.
Calipari refused to experiment
with his bench when his starters
struggled. he simply kept
repeating his faith in youngsters
like Brandon Knight and
Terrence Jennings.
Turns out Caliph's kids are
all nght.
The team that couldn't win a
close game or one away from
Rupp Arena is suddenly.
excelling at both. The fourth-

Sweet 16
(4) Kentucky vs.
(1) Ohio State
who,: 8 45 p m Fnclay
Where: P•ortientia( Cemer INewark
NJ
TV: CBS
Radio: WCBL 99 1 FM
Records. UK 27-8 (10-6 SEC) OSU
34-2 16-2. Big 10)

seeded Wildcats (27-8) have
won eight straight heading into
Friday's NCAA regional semifinal against top-seeded Ohio
State.
To Calipari, the growing

pains were worth it. He never
doubted his team would mature.
This one just took a little longer
than usual.
-If the choice is talent or
experience. I'm taking talent.Caliph said. -Then you can
blame me for us not winning.
But I'm taking talent."
Where the Wildcats were jittery in January they're solid in
March. It's why Knight can
shake off a scoreless performance to hit the game-winning
shot against Princeton. It's why

JOHN RAOUX

Kentucky's
Brandon Knight
soars to the
over
basket
West Virginia's
Darryl
Bryant
during
Satu,day's
game in Tampa,
FIa. Kentucky
defeated West
Virginia 71-63.

See KENTUCKY, 12
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Lady Lakers
score early,
often in
opening rout

itar

MURRAY FALLS
VICTIM TO BIG
FIRST INNING
VERSUS LONE OAK

et.

on

Staff Report
Lindsey Rucker threw five strong
innings and the Lady Laker bats put up
six runs in the first inning as Calloway
County blanked St. Mary 10-0 in five
innings Monday afternoon at Lady
Laker field in its season opener.
Alyssa Cunningham and Lauren
Benson drove in two runs apiece in the
first inning, while Rucker kept St.
Mary scoreless on only three hits for
the game.
Taylor Armstrong led the Lady
Laker offense, finishing the afternoon
2-for-3 with a triple and two RBI.
Taylor Futrell scored twice for the
Lady Lakers, who scored 10 runs on
only seven hits thanks in part to four
St. Mary errors.
Rucker picked up the win, while
Thigpen for the Lady Vikings picked
up the loss.
Calloway will return to action this
afternoon, as they travel to Carlisle
County lot 4:45 varsity tilt.
Looe Oak 24, Murray 0
Lone Oak plated 15 runs in the top
of the first inning, all of which came
with two outs, to take a commanding
lead over Murray in the season-opener
at Lady Tiger Field.
Murray returns to action today.
hosting defending First Region champion Reidland at 5:30 p.m.
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PREP BASEBALL

Calloway
can't hold
lead in
opener
SIX-RUN FOURTH
LIFTS LIVINGSTON

RICKY MARTIN

.dcler & Imps
1_,

(TOP) Calloway County third baseman Lauren Benson
(right) and shortstop Karlee Wilson celebrate an out in
Monday afternoon's season opener at Lady Laker
Field.(LEFT) Murray High shortstop Julia Curtis dives
for this ball Monday afternoon in the Lady Tigers season opener against Lone Oak. (RIGHT) Dylan Dwyer
makes his delivery home Monday afternoon in the
Lakers' season opener against Livingston Central.

Staff Report
After jumping out to an early 2-0
lead Monday afternoon in its season
opener at Laker Field, Calloway
County couldn't hold off Livingston
Central, as the Cardinals rallied to put
six runs on the board in the fourth
inning to claim a 7-5 victory.
Livingston Central put up a run in
the third inning to cut the Calloway
lead in half, but then a huge fourth put
the Cardinals up 7-2.
The Lakers rallied in the bottom
half of the fifth with three runs of Ihe(r
own, but Calloway couldn't get any
closer. as the Cards held on.
Travis Milo picked up the win for
Lis ingston Central. v.hile the loss
went to Dylan Dwyer for Calloway.
Calloway County will return to the
diamond Thursday, traveling to take on
Ilenrv Co.(Tenn.) at 5 p.m

SPORTS
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Stunner
caps
magical
season at
Morehead
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Pitino hoping 2011 season
provides momentum

Sponsored by
Stuart Alexander
I 702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
Murray. Kentucky
I., ii, flu,1
12701753-4703

L LOSS,
CARDINALS
ONYFRACHWVED

HOME • AUTO • LIFE
SCOREBOARD
Prep Baseball
Monde)
Livingston Central 7. C(illoway CO 5
Today
Mayfield at Murray 5 pm

TN \).LL:
EACLES .% RE ON
SOLID (;ROUND

By WIII GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Louisville's "bridge" season
found an unexpected exit ramp
when the Cardinals were upset
By WILL GRAVES
by 13th-seeded Morehead State
AP Sports Writer
Morehead State star Kenneth in the NCAA tournament.
It was a bitter defeat, one
Faried is heading to the NBA.
Coach Donnie Ty adalfs phone coach Rick Pitino called among
could get very buss over the next the toughest of his lengthy
few weeks alter leading the career.
Yet it did little to dampen his
Eagles to their second NCAA
tournament appearance in three enthusiasm for his team's suryears and an upset of Louisville prising season or the very
bright future he envisions with
in the second round.
Yet as far as Tyndall is con- the Cardinals.
"You always want to coach a
cerned. Morehead State has
like this in your last years
team
map
basketball
arrived on the
and isn't going any where regard- that you coach the game," he
less of who's on the sidelines or said. "Some coaches don't get
that opportunity. I did. So I'm
patrolling the lane.
1 really feel like our program real proud of that."
Don't get the 58-year-old
is on solid ground." Tyndall said
after Morehead State's season Pitino wrong, he's not retiring.
ended with a loss to Richmond in Not after a season in which he
the third round of the NCAA led his unheralded squad tournament. "I'm very, very picked to finish a middlim
proud of what we've accom- eighth in the Big East in thc
plished to this point. I really feel preseason --- to a 25-10 record
like the Ay's the limit in contin- and a third-place finish in one
of the nation's toughest conferuing to grow MT program."
The Eagles reached unprece- ences.
Louisville thrived despite a
dented heights this season, tying
a school-record by winning 25 rash of injuries that forced the
games and advancing to the Cardinals to play much of the
round of 32 in the NCAA for the season without a true power
Jared
Junior
first time since 1984 by stunning forward.
the Cardinals on Demme Swopshire, the only returning
Harper's dramatic 3-pointer with starter when the season began,
never suited up due to a painful
4 seconds remaining.
It was the kind of iconic groin injury and sophomore
moment Faried envisioned when Rakeem Buckles missed six
he opted to return for his senior weeks with a broken finger
season rather than take a chance only to tear the ACL in his right
on the NBA. He knew the pres- knee shortly after his return.
The injuries forced Pitino to
sure would be on, and he
responded by rewriting the experiment with his lineup, and
he gleefully went with a small
NCAA record books.
Faried leaves Morehead State group of sharpshooters led by
as top rebounder in the NCAA's senior Preston Knowles that
modern history (post-I973) and played with so unselfishly
his 86 career double-doubles are
one off Tim Duncan's mark. His
energy level and selfless play,
however, meant the Eagles were From Page 9
able to avoid any clash of egos. Kentucky can take the fight to a
He knew his job was to chase West Virginia team that mauled
down every loose ball and gladly them a year ago in the regional
ceded the stage whenever a team- final.
mate stepped up.
Kentucky rallied from an
"I'm gibing to miss playing eight-point halftime deficit
with my teammates." Faried said. against the Mountaineers to win
"lin going to miss being 73-66 behind a career-high 30
coached as hard as I was by points from Knight, who is
Coach Tyndall. Even though it quickly becoming the equal of
was hard. ii helped me."
former Calipari-coached point
Faried's NBA future is all but guards like John Wall and
assured. Louisville coach Rick Derrick Rose.
Pitino compares the 6-foot-8
players I've
"All the
dreadlocked bundle of energy as coached, and I had guys that
a Dennis Rodman clone. Yet would live in the practice faciliFaried has the leadership skills ty. literally, I've never seen a
Rodman lacked, and the Eagles guy with this kid's work ethic,"
followed him to the Ohio Valley Calipari said of Knight.
Conference tournament title.
Knight, as is his custom,
Along the way the Eagles shrugs off the superlatives.
played Florida and Ohio State Though he claims he was "anxclose and only got better as the ious" before
the
facing
calendar flipped to 2011. They Mountaineers, he hardly played
rolled through the ()VC tourna- like it while leading Kentucky to
ment and became the second the regional semifinals for the
straight()V('team to win at least second straight year under
once game in the NCAA. Murray Calipari.
State did the same last year, sigRunning Kentucky's dribblenaling to Tyndall the OVC is drive offense adeptly. Knight
slowly working its way up the regained the shooting touch that
against
mid-major ranks.
him
abandoned
"The upper echelon of our Princeton as the Wildcats bulled
league. the Murray States. past the Mountaineers in the
Morehead State, Austin Peays final 20 minutes.
can be in any mid-major league
"My teatnmates continued to
in America," Tyndall said. "I have faith in me even though I
think it's an underrated league."
didn't play such a great game
Iyndall. with the help of (against Princeton)." Knight
Lined. has built the Eagles into said. "They still had faith in me,
one til the OVC, best success and they really helped me out.
stories. He took over a program
!Cs a game forward Darius
that went 4-23 the season before Miller isn't sure Kentucky
he arrived and turned it into a would have won a month ago.
perennial contender.
Yet the last few weeks have seen

iii Kentucky

Prep Softball
Monday
Calloway Co 10 St Mary 0
Lone Oak 24 Murray 0
Today
Calloway Co at Carlisle Co 4 45 p m
Reioland at Murray 5 30 p m
College Baseball
Today
Mid-Continent at Murray Si 2 O m
College Softball
Today
Murray St al Southern RI -Edwardsville
2 p m 11D11)

C tRDIN ALS BASEBALL.

Benches clear dunng testy
Nats-Cards game
JUPITER, Fla.(AP) — Tony
La Russa and Jim Riggletnan
had to be separated when both
benches cleared Monday during
a testy spring training game
Washington
the
between
St. Louis
Nationals and
Cardinals.
The scuffle broke out after
three batters were hit by pitches,
but no punches were thrown and
St. Louis reliever Miguel Batista
was the only player ejected. The
Nationals went on to a 7-2 victoJACK DEMPSE1 AP
ry.
With his team trailing 4-2 in
Louisville guard Preston Knowles is helped off the court
during the second half against Morehead State in a sec- the seventh inning, Batista
plunked Ian Desmond in the
ond round NCAA tournament game last week.
back. While making his way to
Pitino says it restored his faith Kuric with 4 seconds remain- first, Desmond jawed with
ing.
in the game.
Cardinals catcher Tony Cruz.
There was a similar come- who was walking behind him.
Louisville's season included
a series of stirring rallies, the back against West Virginia two Upon reaching first base.
high point coming when the weeks later and a pair of wins Desmond turned to the mound
Cardinals erased an I8-point over Connecticut and an over- and yelled at Batista.
deficit in the final six minutes time thriller against Notre
The two were teammates last
against Marquette in January, Dame in the Big East tourna- season with Washington.
winning on a layup by Kyle ment semifinals.
"Yeah, it was intentional, but
I mean Miggy throws like Miss
Iowa," Desmond said with a
laugh. "We were really trying to
Kentucky play with the kind of The shakiness that seemed to keep the fans around. Once
urgency it has lacked at times permeate when things got tight (Albert) Pujols came out of the
earlier in the year are now long game and (Chris) Carpenter
this season.
Nobody knows if the turn- gone. And not a moment too came out of the game we knew
they were going to leave so we
around is a result of the pressure soon.
"I think guys really come out decided to add a little entertainof the NCAA tournament or the
reality that the season could be and they fight a lot harder, they ment."
Players from both teams
over at any moment. And go after rebounds a lot tougher,"
nobody particularly cares either. Knight said. "It kind of changes poured onto the field, gathering
"We definitely have grown as the game. Guys play tough around first base in front of the
a team and have come a long throughout the season, but I St. Louis dugout. La Russa. the
way.- Miller said. "It would think they step it up a notch in Cardinals' 66-year-old manager,
have been a lot tougher Wit was the tournament."
a tnonth ago. We have grown
and gotten better."
per month for
Kentucky has shown it can
12 months
win even when its stars don't
Price
Reg
play like stars. Miller and center
S34 991mo
Josh Han-ellson stepped in while
Knight missed his first seven
DISH America
shots against the upstart Tigers.
veragain
in
Harrellson filled
sus the Mountaineers, providing
4Y
'e
;L
.Disc°
the kind of hustle plays that have
become his specialty until Jones
,J111)
szzir-612140
CE37-17040
awoke from a sleepy first half to
.11.10.1111
help Kentucky pull away. The
tbs ,
senior came away from one
scrum with a scratch over his
eye that required four stitches.
He shook it off to produce a key
putback late to give Kentucky a
57-55 lead it would not relinMike &
quish.
Wood,
Jack
"I knew we were down a litOwners
tle bit and 1 was trying to fight
for my teammates to get us back
in the game. and there was an
opportunity there to get us a
couple points. so I had to go get
(On the Court Square) MurravDISH.com
it." Harrellson said.
It's that kind of mentality that
has fueled Kentucky's late-seaggreernent and rireort aaaliricaten
Digrta nome
son surge. The Wildcats are 2-0
CI ,`ServiCe s te,netale(l before
Carsceiet,is tee 0151 7 50,10..,
lopl,/,,,ng the 'trst 12
rree Star, end of agreernerI P•09:arnotog
in one-possession games during
17/, lees 'ray Sppiy Prices pads.1710o7 arc -I0,
.r.".4e5Srotsai
,laro
their current eight-game run.
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130 Keel I.ane • New Concord
Wonderful Lakefront home! Home overlooks Kentucky Lake and has beautiful
Wood dock. Great for upcoming lake season! A must see view of the water!
S265010(MLS #54735)

270.753.9999

Sec this bouse and many more
at www.sbgproperty.com
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and Riggleman, his counterpart.
had to be separated by players
during the fray.
"There was no question in
my mind that Batista was going
to hit somebody," Riggleman
said.
Washington outfielder Nyjer
Morgan, known for having a hot
temper, also needed to be
restrained by a Nationals coach.
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NCAA Tournament
Sweet 16
Thursday
3) Connecticut vs (2) San Diego Si
6 15 p m (CBS)
(3) BYU vs (2) Florida, 6 27 p m )TBS}
(5) Arizona vs (1) Duke. 8.45 p m
(CBS)
(8) Butler vs (4) Wisconsin, 8 57 p m
(IBS)
Friday
(11) Marquette vs (2) North Carolina
6 15 p m (CBS)
12) Richmond vs 11i Kansas, 627
pm (TBS)
14) Kentucsy vs II) Ohio St 845 p
(CBS)
Ill) Virginia Comrnonweatth vs 1 10)
Florida St 8 57 p m (TBS)
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